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Executive Summary
This thesis seeks to give an educated understanding of whether commercial airlines should hedge

their jet fuel price exposure. The initial part gives a short overview of the jet fuel price hedging in the

airline industry. This part briefly illustrates how and why jet fuel price hedging can be a value adding

activity for airlines by explaining the theory of financial hedging and how energy prices together with

the cyclicality of the industry effects the value of hedging.

Further the performance of Southwest Airlines and Deutsche Lufthansa which both have extensive

hedging programs have been investigated. Their operational and financial performance together with

their financial risk management activities have been studied in order to determine how these

different aspects influence each other. Even though these two companies are significantly different

in most ways, they are both very well operated and they have incorporated risk management, both

operational and financial, throughout the entire organization. But despite that both airlines have

extensive financial risk management programs; their underlying motivation seems to be quite

different. It appears that Southwest is more motivated by hedging gains that helps the airline

maintain their low fares. Lufthansa’s jet fuel hedging is to a stronger degree founded on the positive

effects of knowing what the airline has to pay for its jet fuel.

Subsequent to the analysis of Southwest Airlines and Deutsche Lufthansa, the theoretical and

practical incentives of financial risk management are explored. In this section the findings from

previous research on financial risk management is compared with the risk management practices of

the two airlines. It reveals that jet fuel price hedging not necessarily is a value adding activity

disregarding whether or not the hedges contribute with positive or negative cash flows. How jet fuel

prices correlates, positively or negatively, with the level of activity in the commercial aviation

industry will have severe effects on the value of jet fuel price hedging.

The next part is a brief introduction to the practice of hedging commodity prices with different types

of derivatives. This is a concise follow-through of the different aspects one has to consider when

hedging commodity prices. Airlines who want to utilize financial commodity markets while

minimizing the probability of losses need thorough knowledge about these markets. To end with, the

characteristics of the crude oil and jet fuel prices and their implications for the airline industry are

examined. This chapter is an extension of the previous one and is supposed to provide additional

knowledge about the challenges of jet fuel price hedging. The two last sections give the reader an

educated understanding of how some airlines have been able to utilize the commodity markets

better than others.
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Is jet fuel hedging in the airline industry

valuable? A case study of Southwest

Airlines and Deutsche Lufthansa

1 Introduction

1.1 Motivation

During the fourth quarter of 2008, I participated in a course at Copenhagen Business School in

Financial Risk Management, which motivated me to try to find a topic for my thesis in the field of

financial risk management. Being a person with a slightly higher than average risk aversion, a topic

within this area seemed especially appealing. Minimizing risk while simultaneously trying to

maximize profit is a challenge I find particularly rewarding.

Following a meeting with Morten Mosegaard Christensen, Head of Corporate Solutions at Danske

Markets, where we discussed several possible topics within risk management, I decided to write

about the airline industry and their exposure to jet fuel price risk. The reason this industry was

chosen was its enormous exposure to one single commodity which is relatively easy to hedge, as well

as the fact that some airlines with extensive hedging have been idolized for their financial risk

management activities.

Risk management is an increasingly important element in modern business management; in the

airline industry, which is characterized as extensively cyclical and volatile, risk management is an

essential part of sustainable growth. As jet fuel expenses are among the two largest expenses in this

industry and by far the most volatile, its impact on profitability can be severe. This implies that to a

large extent that those airlines that are in control of their jet fuel expenses are indirectly in control of

their profit as well.

Not only is risk management, through its creation of predictability and reduction of uncertainty,

important for stockholders and stakeholders, it is also important in terms of ensuring the airline’s

economic stability and thereby its capability to take advantage of business opportunities as they

arise.
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The following thesis investigates the rationale for jet fuel price hedging in the airline industry through

a case study of two airlines and their hedging behaviour, in addition to a theoretical discussion of the

different aspects of commodity price risk hedging. The thesis should be viewed as a report directed

to airline’s management group, rather than to its stockholders. Further, in this thesis the value of jet

fuel hedging has not been determined. The valuation has been dropped because a valuation of jet

fuel hedging is expected to be biased in favour of hedging due to the fact that the jet fuel price has

increased and reached historical high levels. It is obvious that those airlines who have hedged more

have experienced more positive cash flows from their hedges over the last ten years.

1.2 Research question – Objectives

The objective of this thesis has been interpreted in the following research question:

Should airlines hedge their jet fuel price exposure?

1.3 Structure

Section 2 – “Method” – presents the methodology and the data used in this thesis.

In section 3 – “The Airline Industry – an overview” – a brief introduction to the airline industry is

presented. This section gives a short introduction of the state of the airline industry, in addition to a

presentation and discussion of previous research on risk management, hedging and airlines. Here the

risk management framework of Froot, Scharfstein and Stein (1993), among others, is represented, as

well as more recent studies of the airline industry and its hedging activities.

Sections 4 and 5 present case studies of Southwest Airlines and Lufthansa. The case studies are based

on a mainly qualitative analysis of the operational and financial performance, in addition to an

analysis of the risk management activities, of the airlines. This section should be regarded as a

clarification of how two different airlines are operated and the significance of their hedging activities

on their overall performance.

Section 6 – “Financial Risk Management Theory” – details why corporations can manage their

financial risks, as well as the benefits and costs financial risk managements provide. Further, the

different financial derivates corporations have at their disposition are both discussed as instrument

as well as how they are used in a hedging setting. The aim of this section is to give the reader an

understanding of why corporations should manage their financial risks, the different tools they have

at their disposal, how these tools can be used correctly to increase predictability and reduce

uncertainty, and finally, the benefits and costs of hedging jet fuel prices.

Section 7 – “The practice of hedging” – gives an elementary introduction to how to hedge jet fuel

price risk.
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Section 8 – “A historical view of oil and jet fuel prices and its implications for the airline industry” –

presents the characteristics of the crude oil and jet fuel market. The features of these two

commodity markets and how these to markets interact have a huge impact on jet fuel hedging which

should be well understood when considering jet fuel hedging.

In section 9 – “Conclusions” – the findings are summarized and a conclusion addressing the prior

stated research question is presented.

In order to give the reader a helpful overview of this report, a diagram of the structure of the thesis is

displayed below.

AnalysisTheoretical foundation

Introduction

Method

The Airline Industry

Conclusion

Southwest Airlines

Lufthansa

Crude Oil and Jet Fuel

Financial Risk Management Theory

Figure 1: Overall thesis structure
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2 Method

2.1 Limitations and assumptions

For the two case studies, the analysis is limited to the period from 1999 through 2008, with extra

focus on how the two airlines have handled the last couple of years. The reason this period was

chosen is the great availability of data as well as the fact that the last decade has offered the airline

industry the most struggling as well as the most prosperous times in aviation history. Since the

energy prices have generally increased during this period, which favours more hedging, focusing on

this particular period does create a potential bias. To counter this potential bias, the value of

hedging has not been a central issue in this thesis. Rather, the main concern has been to explain why

and how the airlines have engaged in jet fuel price hedging, in addition to how the airlines have

utilized the gains from hedging.

Regarding the section covering the historical development of crude oil and jet fuel prices, the data

used covers a longer period, from 1985 to 2009. This period is divided into two subgroups. The first

covers the period 1985-1999 and the second covers the last decade. The rationale behind this

decision is that for the last ten years, energy prices have almost exclusively increased. Studying the

whole period as well as the two sub-periods gives a more educated understanding of the overall

development of crude oil and jet fuel prices than only studying the whole period.

To make data more comparable, Lufthansa’s accounting data have, when compared with data from

Southwest Airlines, been reported in US dollar value. When calculating euro amounts to dollar

amounts, the exchange rate at year end has been used.

2.2 Data

Data regarding Southwest Airlines and Lufthansa was gathered from their annual reports, in addition

to data collected through Thomson DATASTREAM.

Thomson DATASTREAM is also the source for all data regarding exchange rates, commodity prices

and futures prices.

All graphs and other presentations in the report are, unless otherwise stated, directly or indirectly

based on the data from Southwest Airlines, Lufthansa and Thomson DATASTREAM.
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3 Hedging in the airline industry – an overview

3.1 Why should airlines hedge their jet fuel expenses?

The common justification for hedging in the airline industry is that hedging stabilizes fuel expense,

which in turn stabilizes profits. Since the fuel expense is the second largest operating expense and by

far the most volatile, stabilizing jet fuel expenses stabilizes overall costs, cash flows and profits.1

Since investors dislike volatility, they will put a higher price on firms with less volatile profits.

According to Morrell and Swan (2006) airline profits are volatile for two major reasons. First, travel

demand is volatile and it is correlated to the business cycles of the economy. This has been very

visible in the current crisis, where especially business travel has plummeted. Second, most airlines

are highly leveraged, which implies that even small changes in profit have huge impacts on the return

to stock holders. With volatile profits, investors will demand a higher return, implying a lower price

for the company. Those airlines with the ability to reduce this volatility will at least theoretically be

able to increase the price of the company.

The expected value of a new hedge is always zero. Previous hedging profit does not alter this fact,

i.e., whenever airlines employ new hedging contracts, there is no value added. From the capital asset

pricing model (CAPM) theory, hedging should only have value if it can reduce the market beta of the

stock. CAPM postulates that investors hold diversified portfolios and will only pay a price for the

reduction in market volatility. If adding jet fuel hedges should increase firm value, the gains from jet

fuel hedging have to be negatively correlated with the market. If these gains are negatively

correlated with the market, those investors who recognize this will also recognize that it is the jet

fuel hedge that is valuable, not the airline stock. The investor will purchase the hedge instead of the

package of the stock plus the hedge. In the real world the CAPM does not hold because of

transaction costs, economies of scale and information. For small investors with a limited portfolio, jet

fuel instruments might be very expensive or even impossible to purchase.

Even though the theory predicts no difference in value between those companies that hedge and

those who do not, several authors have found evidence of the opposite. They conclude that

companies who hedge trade at a premium. Carter, Rogers & Simkins (2006) found in their study of

the US airline industry that the hedging premium for airlines is likely in the range of 5 to 10 percent.

For hedging to increase firm value, the reduction of the adverse effects of high jet fuel prices has to

1
Morrel, P. and Swan, W. (2006), Airline Jet Fuel Hedging: Theory and practice, Transport Reviews, Volume 26

Issue 6 November 2006, pages 713 -730.
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be higher than the loss of not being able to participate in price declines. Long term hedging will

definitely provide the hedger with both lower than market prices and higher than market prices.

There are several different explanations for the surge in oil prices that reached its peak in July 2008.

It is fairly evident that the global demand for oil reached historically high levels, putting substantial

pressure on the oil supply. Torbjørn Kjus, an oil analyst at DnB NOR Markets, pointed out that the

demand for diesel oil was a major factor in the price increase from $100 to approximately $145 per

barrel for crude oil in 2008.2 Others have blamed the increase in speculation in oil and other

commodities. In 2003 Goldman Sachs introduced their Goldman Sachs Commodity Index, a

commodity index fund. This fund and many others have channelled enormous amounts of capital to

the commodity market. This increase in speculation has often been blamed for the oil price surge.

With or without the effects of speculation, there has been a positive relationship between the world

economy and the oil price for the last years. Oil is needed to fuel the growth in the economy and

when the world economy is going well; consumer confidence is escalating, causing travel demand to

increase. This suggests that oil prices are demand-driven and are positively related to travel demand.

In such an environment airlines that have hedged jet fuel will experience that hedging and travel

profit are increasing each other. The increase in oil price makes hedging more profitable and

increasing demand for travelling increases the profit from air travel. Hedging profits are large when

travel profit is large, and vice versa. Compared to non-hedging airlines, hedging airlines will

experience more volatile profits, the opposite of what is desired. It is credible that 2007 and the first

part of 2008 were times when the great financial results for hedgers in the airline industry were due

to both very profitable hedging and strong demand for air travel. A very interesting consequence of

demand-driven oil price is that jet fuel hedging will increase the beta value of airline stocks. With a

positive relationship between the hedging gain and the market return, the beta value will increase.3

With increased beta, investors will demand a higher return, which will reduce the stock price. From a

CAPM point of view, demand driven oil prices will make hedging a value-reducing activity.

Oil prices do not necessarily need to have a positive relationship with the demand for air travel; there

might be a negative correlation. According to Morrell and Swan (2006), this can happen for a number

of reasons, causing a limited supply of jet fuel. The most obvious one is a war in the Middle East or

2
Bjerke, E 2009, ”Var 147 dollar en oljepris-boble?”, article in the Norwegian newspaper Dagens Næringsliv,

www.dn.no 28.04.2009 - 10:29 http://www.dn.no/energi/article1658454.ece

3
The definition of the beta coefficient is: where Ri measures the rate of return of

the asset, Rm measures the rate of return of the market portfolio, and Cov(Ri , Rm) measures the covariance
between the return of the asset and the market return. According to CAPM, an increase in the beta value will

cause the expected return to increase as well.
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terrorist attacks on important oil infrastructure. In the middle of May 2009, for example, the

intensification in conflict in the Nigerian Delta caused the oil price to reach $60 /bbl, a level not seen

since November 2008.4 In situations where the future delivery of oil is questionable, negative supply

shocks will cause oil prices to skyrocket. Higher energy prices will depress consumer confidence and

air travel demand will fall. Cash flows in this scenario will reduce the negative impact of reduced

demand.

In contrast to the scenario above, at present oil prices and air travel demand are moving in opposite

directions. High profits in either will correspond with low profits in the other. Hedging airlines will

experience less volatility in their income statement than their non-hedging competitors. Airlines who

believe that travel demand and oil prices move in opposite directions could hedge more than 100

percent of their jet fuel needs.5 Rather than believing that one of the different cases is correct, it is

natural to believe that it changes through time. In some periods, there will be a positive relationship,

and in others, a negative. This means again that the value of hedging changes through time.

Hedging in the airline industry can have other motives besides volatility reduction. Timing of profits

can be altered by hedging. An airline can also engage in hedging to signal that the management is

competent. This is especially true if hedging is perceived positively and as important by analysts.

Carter et al. (2006) conclude that only those airlines that have investment opportunities when jet

fuel prices increase should hedge their jet fuel expenses. Airlines, especially those with greater credit

ratings and investment grades, should have an additional motivation for hedging jet fuel expenses.

According to the Froot et al. (1993) framework, for hedging to be valuable, there has to be a positive

correlation between jet fuel costs and investments and a negative correlation between jet fuel costs

and cash flows. The latter is obviously true, but the former is more uncertain. Carter et al. (2003)

found strong evidence for the latter and some evidence for the former in their data set from 1979 to

2003.

The airline industry has been found to be subject to significant distress costs. Pulvino (1998) found

that airlines accept lower prices for their assets when their cost of raising capital is increasing. In

other words, excessively leveraged airlines will sell their assets to more conservatively leveraged

airlines at low prices. Hedging can either add value by reducing the probability of distress despite

4
AFP article; Oil price hits $60 in New York (2009-05-19)

http://news.yahoo.com/s/afp/20090519/bs_afp/commoditiesenergyoilprice
5

Morrel, P & Swan, W 2006,” Airline Jet Fuel Hedging: Theory and practice”, Transport Reviews, Vol. 26, Issue 6
November 2006, pp. 713 -730.
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high leverage, avoiding asset sales at below market prices, or it can add value by enabling the airline

to acquire assets at below-market prices.

Carter, Rogers & Simkins (2006) argue that their price premium found on hedging airlines, in addition

to the positive correlation between investment opportunities and jet fuel costs, indicates that

hedging gives airlines the opportunity to fund investments during periods of high jet fuel prices

which they otherwise would not be able to. If this is correct, hedging increases firm value by reducing

the cost of under-investments. Assuming that investment opportunities in the airline industry

increase with the demand for air travel makes sense. With more demand, it is more valuable to

invest in new aircrafts. But if this is true, then hedging activities will not reduce the volatility in

earnings, but rather increase it. In periods of good investment opportunities for hedging airlines will

be boosted by increased turnover due to higher demand, in addition to higher hedging profits.

By making an airline less reliant on external capital, the management of hedging airlines will more

easily be able to support value reducing investments because the company will not be monitored as

much as if they used more external financing. If an airline manages to boost its revenue by low jet

fuel prices due to favourable hedging profits, it might be tempted to invest in capacity growth and

increasing demand, which is done by investing in new aircrafts and offering lower fares. This is a risky

strategy because the airline needs hedging profits in the future to be able to utilize their higher

capacity. The result may be that when hedging gains disappear, the airline has to both reduce

capacity and increase fares. Here, capacity growth would not be a value-enhancing investment.

A positive effect of hedging is that it can stabilize cash flows, enabling the hedger to operate with a

higher leverage. Since interest costs are tax deductible, the company will get a reduced tax expense,

which should increase the value of the firm. If this was an important issue for airlines, an increase in

debt ratios should be present for hedging airlines. Carter, Rogers & Simkins (2002) found the

opposite for hedging US airlines over the period 1984 – 2000, implying that the hedging motivation is

not to increase leverage and decrease taxable income.

Morrell and Swan (2006) point out that the accounting rules for derivative instruments used for

hedging may be a new source of volatility in earnings. The reason for this is that the accounting rules

demand that hedges should be effective, where effectiveness is measured as how closely the

changes in the hedging instrument follow the asset that the company wants to hedge. If airlines are

unable to maintain effective hedges, they will not be able to utilize the very favourable hedge

accounting practices and the result will be more volatility in the income statement.
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4 Case study of Southwest Airlines – why have they

hedged and how have they utilized the gains from

hedging?

4.1 Operational Analysis of Southwest Airlines

Southwest Airlines has grown from a small regional airline located in Dallas in the early seventies to

become one of the largest US carriers. This tremendous growth has been accomplished while

continuously delivering positive results. The long range strategy which has made this remarkable

achievement possible has been and still is to get their passengers to their destination on time, at the

lowest possible cost, while making sure they have a good time flying. Combining reliability and

superb service usually demands high fares to be profitable, but Southwest Airlines has proven that it

is profitable even for a low cost carrier. Southwest recognized early that the airline industry would

develop into a commodity-like business. All airlines provide the exact same service: transportation

from one destination to another. When there is no difference between two services, the provider of

the service is not able to determine the price; instead, the price is determined by the market. In such

an industry, airlines are price takers and if they do not manage to be profitable at market prices, they

will disappear. By early recognizing that the industry would be more like a commodity business,

Southwest developed a simple cost- and operationally- effective business model which attracts

travellers both in good times and in bad times. During the last decade of trouble, Southwest’s

business model, with its low fare brand and effective marketing, has proven to be very successful.

What makes Southwest different from their main competitors are their great employees, their low

fare brand, benefits of their aggressive flight schedule optimization, and the effectiveness of

marketing and revenue management efforts. These factors combined have helped the company to

outperform the revenue trends of their main US competitors and become the low cost leader in the

airline industry and one of the most admired corporations in the world.

4.2 Financial Analysis of Southwest Airlines

4.2.1 Performance well or poorly

The performance of Southwest Airlines is unmatched in the airline industry. Through 36 consecutive

years, Southwest has generated a positive bottom line for its owners. Even though the last ten years

have been characterised as the most demanding decade in aviation history, with continuously

increasing energy prices, terrorist attacks, war, global recession and pandemics, Southwest was able

to generate an accumulated net income in excess of $4 billion.
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Year
Cost

(millions $)

Average

cost per

gallon

Percentage of

operating

expenses

2004 1 106 0,92 18,9 %

2005 1 470 1,13 21,4 %

2006 2 284 1,64 28,0 %

2007 2 690 1,8 29,7 %

2008 3 713 2,44 35,1 %

2008 Q1 800 2,13 32,8 %

2008 Q2 944 2,42 35,5 %

2009 Q3 1 051 2,73 37,5 %

2009 Q4 918 2,49 34,5 %

Southwest's average cost of jet fuel, net of hedging

gains and including fuel taxes, over the past five years

and during each quarter of 2008:

Table 1 shows Southwest Airlines’ jet fuel costs for the last five years. For 2008 jet fuel expenses

comprised over 35 percent of the total expenses of Southwest. The historically high percentage is

due the boom in energy prices in 2008 and the fact that Southwest Airlines is a low cost carrier. The

net price increase of jet fuel during 2008 resulted in a $400 million increase in costs, effectively

wiping out any gains from various revenue growth initiatives. At the end of the year, jet fuel

represented 35.1 percent of operating expenses, making it the single largest expense.

As can be seen from the table 2, Southwest managed to increase revenues in all four quarters in

2008, compared to the previous year. The increase in revenue comes from an increase in capacity in

addition to a modest increase in fares. In addition, the airline managed to deliver a positive operating

profit for all four quarters. Over the full year, the operating profit was reduced by 43.2 %. The

operating profit includes favourable cash settlements from the 2008 fuel hedging. Total cash

settlement was $1.3 billion, but since $200 million had been reported as income in earlier periods,

the effect on this year’s income statement was $1.1 billion.

Table 1: Southwest Airlines average cost of jet fuel net of
hedging gains
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2009 Full Year Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4
Operating revenues 2 357
Operating income -50
Income before income taxes -107
Net income -91

2008 Full Year Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4
Operating revenues 11 023 2 530 2 869 2 891 2 734
Operating income 449 88 205 86 70
Income before income taxes 278 37 529 -205 -83
Net income 178 34 321 -120 -56

2007 Full Year Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4
Operating revenues 9 861 2 198 2 583 2 588 2 492
Operating income 791 84 328 251 126
Income before income taxes 1 054 147 447 277 183
Net income 645 93 278 162 111

Quarterly Financial Data

Most recent

Standard & Poor BBB+ A-

Fitch BBB+ A-

Moodys Baa1 Baa1

Southwest Airlines Credit Rating

The third quarter stands out as a disappointing quarter in 2008 with a net loss of $120 million. The

explanation behind this loss is a charge related to a mark-to-market adjustment on a part of the

future periods’ fuel hedging derivatives of $247 million. This charge is a reversal of prior mark-to-

market gains recognized in earlier periods. The same story goes for fourth quarter where the mark-

to-market charge of $117 million resulted in a net income of a $56 million loss.

The dreadful performance from the two last quarters of 2008 developed to an even worse

performance during first quarter of 2009. By year-end 2008, Southwest had delivered positive

operating profits for the last 70 quarters, an unmatched achievement in the aviation business. The

first quarterly operating loss in more than seventeen years materialized in the first three months of

2009. The revenue growth initiatives were not sufficient to cover the slump in demand and inflating

costs.

The horrible economic conditions surrounding the airline industry increased the pressure on credit

ratings. Southwest has already been downgraded by both Standard & Poor and Fitch, but still

possesses investment-grade credit ratings. Credit rating downgrades can have huge impacts on the

bottom line of any company. Usually it means higher interest rates, but in some cases, debt

covenants may be violated, which often is very expensive. Southwest is probably the only airline that

has managed to keep their credit ratings at investment-grade level continuously and has stayed

profitable year after year.

Table 2: Southwest Airlines quarterly financial data

Table 3: Southwest Airlines present credit rating
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4.3 Risk Management Analysis of Southwest Airlines

4.3.1 Overall risk management at Southwest

Southwest Airlines is, as are all airlines, subject to many risk factors. Most of these risks are

operational risks, which can occur due to inadequate or failed internal processes, people and systems

or from external events. Recently, unfavourable general economic conditions have had a huge

impact on both leisure and business travel. In addition, a poor economic environment can limit the

ability of airlines to raise fares to counteract increased costs. The risks of losing their investment-

grade credit rating, labour conflicts and technology failure are operational risks that Southwest

should be able to control. Risks beyond the airline’s control include, among others, political risks, risk

of terrorist attacks, changes in consumer preferences, weather and natural disasters, etc.

Operational risks cannot be hedged in the same way as financial risks, but some of the risk can be

reduced through purchasing insurance. Others are impossible to insure.

Operational risks are not the only type of risk that Southwest faces. The airline is also exposed to

financial risks, such as jet fuel price risk and interest rate risk. It is not subject to currency risk since it

only has operations within the US. Southwest makes use of interest rate swap agreements to hedge

its interest rate risk. The purpose of interest rate hedging is to reduce the volatility of net interest

income by better matching the re-pricing of its assets and liabilities.6

4.3.2 What does it say in practice?

The jet fuel hedging program of Southwest is frequently mentioned in their annual reports, and when

it is mentioned, the focus is on the benefits Southwest has gained from the program, which have

been very important. It is somewhat troubling that the company does not state the strategy which

lays down the foundation for why and how they use hedging. Southwest states several times in their

annual reports, that all positions in derivatives are held for hedging purposes and not for trading. The

company expends a considerable amount of space in the annual accounts on how gains and losses

from their hedging contracts are treated. Most of the contracts fulfil the requirements set forth by

Statement of Financial Accounting Standards No. 133, “Accounting for Derivative Instruments and

Hedging Activities,” of being treated as cash flow hedges. In the absence of a large and liquid jet fuel

futures market, airlines who want to hedge jet fuel price risk use derivates based on other

commodities such as crude oil and heating oil. These commodities are chosen based on their

historical correlation with jet fuel prices. If future correlation deviates from past ones, there is the

risk that the hedges will no longer fulfil the cash flow hedging requirements. Not qualifying for cash

6
Southwest Airlines Annual Report 2008, page 37
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flow hedging is not the same as not being a good hedge from an economic point of view, but without

the favourable hedge accounting, hedges may increase earnings volatility rather than reducing it.

Knowing whether or not their hedging instruments qualify for hedge accounting does not aid in

understanding where they got their motivation for holding commodity derivatives. Do they want to

minimize the volatility and thereby the firm value of their results? Or are they holding hedging

derivatives to maximize expected profit? The latter is done by only holding hedging derivatives when

the company believes that they will earn a positive profit, which can very well be done with hedges

that qualify for hedge accounting. For example, an exposure towards crude oil prices will always be

hedged perfectly when the derivative used as hedge is based on crude oil. But if the crude oil

derivative only is purchased when prices are anticipated to increase and not when they are expected

to decrease, it is not risk management but speculation.

In Southwest’s Annual Report for 2008, Gary C. Kelly, the CEO of the airline, points out that “this is

not the time to be long on energy”.7 From a risk management point of view, this statement is

puzzling. This statement is true if energy prices will fall in the future. At the time the statement was

published, January 22nd 2009, the crude oil price was in steep contango, which is visible in figure 2.

When a commodity is in contango, the spot price of the commodity is lower than the futures price.

The reason crude oil was in steep contango was both that the supply of oil in the spot market was

larger than the demand and that prices were anticipated to increase in the future. The excess spot

supply amplifies the steepness of the term structure. At the same time, since crude oil has a

convenience yield, the term structure underestimates the price increase the market believes in.

Convenience yields usually vary positively with the price of the commodity, indicating that the

underestimation should be relatively low. In his statement, Mr. Kelly makes use of his beliefs, which

are in contrast to the market. If his statement is in line with the company’s jet fuel hedging strategy,

7
Southwest Airlines’ Annual Report 2008, page 2.

Figure 2: Forward term structure for Ice Brent Crude at
2009-02-24
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Southwest only hedges jet fuel price risk when they believe it is time to be long in energy. As long as

Southwest has access to superior information, Southwest should not be able to beat the market in

the long run. Although Southwest has been able to outperform the market constantly for the last ten

years, thereby paying less for fuel than the market, it does not mean that they will do it again for the

next ten years.

When Southwest comments on their use of interest rate swap agreements, they state that their

primary objective for these hedges is to “reduce the volatility of net interest income.”8 This objective

is in line with risk management theory. In the same annual report, when the airline explains the

quantitative and qualitative issues of market risks, they point out that they use jet fuel hedging as

insurance for jet fuel price increases.9 Taking Southwest at its word implies that the company wants

to mitigate the effects of jet fuel price increases and the effects of interest rate volatility on their

results. The effects of interest rate volatility are mitigated by use of interest swap agreements. To

only insure against jet fuel price increases, not the decreases, Southwest can only use call options as

a hedging instrument. Using call options as a hedging instrument means that the company locks in

the maximum price of jet fuel, while still being able to pay a lower price if the spot price is lower than

the exercise price of the call option. A call option seems like the perfect hedging instrument, but call

options are not free. The airline has to pay to be able to take advantage of favourable price

movements. According to the Chief Financial Officer (CFO) of Southwest, their favourite hedging

instrument is indeed call options.10 But call options have not been the chosen hedging instrument for

jet fuel price risk since the late 1990s. At the time that Southwest hedged part of its jet fuel needs

for 2009-2013, call options was deemed too expensive. The chosen hedging instrument was swap

agreements, which come at zero cost but do not give any exposure to favourable price changes. It is

strange that the airline has differing views on their interest hedging and jet fuel hedging.

In the second half of 2008, Southwest decided to unwind large parts of its jet fuel swap agreements

for the period 2009-2013. It is interesting to notice that the two transactions, the purchase and then

the selling of swap contracts, have almost the same cash flows as a portfolio of call options. First

entering into a zero-cost swap agreement, holding it as long as it generates positive cash flows and

then eliminating the agreement when cash flow becomes negative gives almost the same cash flow

as a portfolio of call options. Using swaps or options locks in the maximum jet fuel price, and the

elimination of the swaps provides the benefits of price decreases. The difference is that when

8
Southwest Airlines’ Annual Report 2008, page 37

9
Southwest Airlines’ Annual Report 2008, page 39

10
Keeton, A 2009, “Southwest Air CFO: Fuel-Hedging Key to Financial Planning”, Dow Jones Newswire, May 1

2009.
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purchasing call options, one has to pay for the possible benefits of decreased prices immediately,

while this payment is deferred until the swap becomes a liability.11 Southwest had to pay a

substantial amount of money to unwind its swap agreements in Q4 2008. The differences in fee

payments are not the only difference: When eliminating swap agreements, the airline loses the

protection against future price increases, while call options would still provide protection against

price increases. If the benefits of decreasing jet fuel prices are so important for airlines that they

cannot miss them even though it means costly elimination of swap agreements, then call options

should be the preferred hedging instrument.

An airline that has gained more than $4 billion on their jet fuel hedging activities over the last decade

should expect to experience losses as well. It is therefore surprising that the moment Southwest’s

hedges went sour they immediately eliminated their hedges at huge costs. Is the elimination in line

with risk management theory or is it a sign of speculative hedging behaviour? On page 39 in their

2008 Annual Report, Southwest makes it clear that there is significant risk in not hedging against the

possibility of fuel price increases. These contradictory statements make it difficult to define their

hedging activities as either risk management or speculation. It is tempting to say that the use of

derivatives should be defined as speculation until proven otherwise. the lack of any stated goal of

their jet fuel hedging increasing this suspicion.

The unilateral focus on gains from hedging activities fuels the perception that the most important

side of jet fuel hedging is positive cash settlements. For Southwest the hedging gains are extremely

important. In 2008 alone the gain was $1.1 billion. Without it, Southwest would not have been able

to maintain their low fares, and without low fares, their demand would have been reduced.

4.3.3 Percentage hedged for next period

For several years Southwest Airlines has hedged a large part of jet fuel costs for the coming two

years, in addition to a smaller part of jet fuel needs for years three, four and five. As can be seen

from table 4, the hedging ratios stayed fairly steady, except for the hedging ratios at the end of 2008,

where the hedging ratios for the coming year were reduced dramatically. During the fourth quarter

of 2008 Southwest sold similar swap agreements as those they previously had purchased. By doing

so Southwest Airlines eliminated their hedges to an amount almost equal to what they sold. By the

end of 2008, the amount of jet fuel needs hedged for 2009 and onwards was 10 percent, reduced

from 70 percent, which was the hedging ratio before the unwinding. The motivation behind this

decision was to minimize the fuel hedging losses, and to minimize the probability of having to deposit

cash collateral to counterparties.12 When the decision to unwind their jet fuel hedges was made, the

11
The size of the cash flows may vary substantially.

12
Southwest Airlines’ 2008 Annual Report, page 40
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US economy was heading for what was predicted as its worst recession. Demand for air travel and

fuel prices was expected to decrease substantially. But in a risk management setting these

expectations should not have any influence on the hedging strategy. The tremendous amount of

previous hedging gains is supposed to cover those times where the spot price is lower than the

hedged price.

The unilateral focus on hedging gains, together with their reduced hedging ratios, indicates that

Southwest Airlines have speculative motives for their hedging behaviour rather than pure risk

management motives.

4.3.4 Other measures to reduce the impact from jet fuel price volatility

There exist in general two methods of for mitigating the effects of oil price volatility on the airline’s

profitability. Hedging, which is done by the airline, is one way to do it and means that the airline,

through different types of derivates, can reduce the volatility of the price it has to pay for jet fuel.

The other method is to transfer the complete volatility in jet fuel prices to the ticket prices which

their customers have to pay. During the last several years, with huge oil price increases, many non-

hedging US airlines have tried to transfer the oil price volatility to their customers, through adding

surcharges to their ticket price. This strategy has not worked. US air travellers have not been willing

to pay an additional fee for energy. The unsuccessfulness of surcharges is due to the fact that neither

hedgers nor airlines in distress who price to generate higher cash flows, have increased fares to

counter the effects of higher prices for jet fuel.

Southwest, even though it has an extensive hedging activity, has considered fuel surcharges, but did

not carry it through due to the failure of competitors to successfully implement it. Nevertheless,

Southwest managed to modestly increase fares during 2008, but was not able to completely cover

the oil price increases.

Y+1 Y+2 Y+3 Y+4 Y+5
2008 10 % 10 % 10 % 10 % 10 %
2007 73 % 55 % 30 % 15 % 15 %
2006 95 % 65 % 50 % 25 % 15 %
2005 70 % 60 % 35 % 30 % 0 %
2004 85 % 65 % 45 % 30 % 25 %
2003 82 % 60 % #N/A #N/A 0 %
2002 83 % 80 % #N/A #N/A #N/A

2001 60 % 47 % #N/A #N/A
2000 80 % 32 % #N/A
1999 86 % 30 %

Southwest Airlines' hedging positions at year end

Table 4: Southwest Airlines' hedging positions at year end
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4.3.5 Jet fuel hedging performance - gains/loss

In their annual report for 2008, Southwest states that the total cash settlement from their hedging

program since 1999 is almost $4.5 billion.13 Their hedging strategy has without doubt been very

lucrative and has supported the company through a decade that has been characterized as the worst

decade in the history of the airline industry. Looking at figure 3, it is evident that their hedging profits

have been high when the operating profit net of hedging gains has been low.14 There are two

explanations for why this has happened. The first explanation is that when the oil price is high,

demand for air traffic is low, resulting in low earnings and high hedging gains. But looking at

Southwest’s numbers shows that they experienced a positive growth in revenue passenger miles

(RPM) over the whole period, and for the years from 2002 to 2007 Southwest Airlines managed to

increase their passenger load factor as well.15 This means that in those periods where the operating

profit net of hedging gains was very low, the demand for Southwest’s services was not low. The

second and probably the more correct explanation is that Southwest has set their fares in accordance

to the hedged fuel prices, not the spot price. Since Southwest’s hedged jet fuel price has been lower

than the spot price for most of the last ten years, the airline has been able to increase the demand

for their services. When the airline uses the hedged price to set fares, the cash settlement from

hedging should in fact be higher when the operating profit net of hedging gains is lower. Further,

should it be mentioned that following this strategy of using hedged prices to set fares implies that

the airline uses its hedging gains immediately to cover the high spot price, and that it is not saving

the cash settlements for days when their derivates will become a liability. In 2004, 2005 and 2008

13
Southwest Airlines’ 2008 Annual Report, page 8

14
The operating profit net of hedging gains is in practice the operating profit if Southwest had to pay the spot

price for jet fuel.
15

RPM (RPK) denotes one fare-paying passenger transported one mile (kilometer), and is the standard output
unit for air transportation.

Figure 3: Operating income net of hedging gains and
hedging gains
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Southwest operated with such low fares that the airline was not able to cover its operating expenses

without cash settlements from hedging derivatives.

4.3.6 How has the performance of Southwest Airlines been for the last decade

and how important has jet fuel hedging been for Southwest Airlines?

Southwest Airlines has been and still is the best-performing airline in the US airline industry. There

are three major reasons Southwest has managed to outperform the rest of the industry. The low cost

structure has been very important because low fares attract customers, regardless of the current

economic conditions. But there are several other low cost carriers in the US, which are far from being

as profitable as Southwest Airlines. To attract even more travellers and keep them loyal, Southwest

assures that their passengers have a good time flying with them by employing and attracting the best

employees. Their employees are probably Southwest’s most important competitive advantage in the

long run. A new entrant can fairly easy copy a low cost structure, but to attract the best employees

without using higher salaries is very difficult. Last but not least, the hedging activities of Southwest

have been extremely important for their success and growth. Without the cash settlements from

their hedging derivates, the airline would not have been able to grow as rapidly as they did and

continuously deliver positive results.

Looking back at the last ten years reveals that Southwest has used their hedged jet fuel price when

calculating fares. This implies that they use their hedging gains continuously instead of saving them

to periods with negative hedging gains. One should not expect to beat the market in the long run,

which implies that the past hedging gains should be expected be met by future hedging losses.

When Southwest chose to substitute the operating profit with hedging profit so it is able to both

invest in new aircrafts and to fill up the new aircrafts by lowering prices, there will be less cash to

cover future hedging losses. Another problem with Southwest’s use of hedging gains is that even if

the airline has saved enough cash to cover future hedging losses, it is not given that it will be able to

generate enough demand to fill up its aircrafts.

The hypothesis is that Southwest uses its hedging gains to boost demand for its services by setting

artificially low fares, because without hedging the prices are too low to generate an acceptable

return. Southwest invests in new aircrafts to meet the higher demand. This strategy works very well

as long as the airline has positive hedging gains. When the airline’s hedging strategy returns losses,

or at least nothing, due to a hedged price that is higher than or equal to the spot price, which theory

expects will happen, then Southwest will not have the opportunity to maintain the artificially low

fares as previously and will have to increase fares. With increased fares, demand will decrease and

the airline will carry fewer passengers. As mentioned above, airline profits are extremely sensitive to
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changes in load factor due to the high portion of fixed costs per flight. In this scenario, Southwest is

expected to encounter losses.

Southwest Airlines is not a badly run airline - it is probably one of the best run airlines - but the

advantage they have had because of their hedging activities is not expected to exist in the future. The

airline will continue to be a great airline, but with an expected value of zero for their hedging

activities, the airline will not be able to outperform the industry to the same degree as they have

managed for until now.
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5 Case Study– It is a good idea for the Lufthansa to hedge

its jet fuel expenses?

5.1 Operational Analysis of Lufthansa

Lufthansa AG is a diversified company within the aviation industry, originating in Germany and

belonging to the group of traditional airlines. The company consists of five segments: passenger

traffic, cargo traffic, IT, maintenance repair and overhaul services, and catering. The rationale behind

the diversification into non-flying businesses was to reduce strategic risk and the volatility of its

earnings base originating from the passenger airline business.16 This diversification strategy enables

the company to be in a better position to reduce earnings volatility, but this strategy is not without

risk. Several airlines have experienced that trying to do everything can be costly when competing

with airlines that only have to focus on flying. Despite the risks, Lufthansa has showed that it is

possible to diversify its operations and still be competitive in all segments. The group has a

decentralised structure which promotes profit and loss responsibilities and entrepreneurialism; in

addition, it enables each division to focus on its core competencies.

Traffic revenue, both passenger and cargo, represented 80 percent of the group’s revenue in 2008.

The importance of air traffic for Lufthansa implies that even though the company is a diversified

group, it is still substantially exposed to air traffic, making it comparable to other, more specialized

airlines.

The state of the global economy is the most important driver of air traffic, and the negative

developments recently experienced have had a severe impact on Lufthansa’s performance. The cargo

division of the group has been especially hard hit by the historical drop in global exports. During the

first quarter of 2009 the cargo volume in the group declined by 22.1 percent, while revenues

experienced an even steeper decline of 31.7 percent.17 The problems in the economy not only

affected the demand of air traffic; financing conditions have also tightened considerably due to the

breakdown of confidence. Not only has the cost of borrowing increased despite the often massive

cuts in interest rates by several central banks, it is increasingly difficult to get loans.

The airline industry is a very cyclical industry which, together with other factors such as the large

portion of fixed costs, is causing the overall profitability in this industry to be excessively volatile.

With slumping demand it is extremely important to have an organisation that is prepared and able to

take action on short notice when needed. For a long time, Lufthansa has incorporated flexibility into

their business processes and contractual agreements so when the environment demands, they can

16
Zea, M 2002, “Is airline risk manageable?” Flightglobal, April 1 2002, Stable url:

http://www.flightglobal.com/articles/2002/04/01/145351/is-airline-risk-manageable.html
17

Lufthansa 1
st

Interim Report January-March 2009, page 15.
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react immediately and with enough magnitude. In their wage agreements there are established

“crisis clauses.” When certain predetermined conditions are met, the airline can initiate different

measures without having to discuss the consequences with all parties. Following the especially

dramatic drop in demand in the Cargo division, short-time work has applied for about 2600 ground

staff at Lufthansa Cargo in Germany.18 In addition to the flexible agreements with employees,

Lufthansa has an elastic aircraft fleet which, according to the company, enables them to ground

aircrafts at a relatively low cost.

For a global airline like Lufthansa, currency developments can have considerable effects on the

bottom line. As can be seen from figure 4, during 2008, the US dollar lost value to the Euro in the first

half before it strengthened considerably in the second half. The depreciation in the first part of 2008

dampened the effect of increasing oil prices and reduced the capital expenditures in US dollars

measured in Euros, having a positive effect on the bottom line. These positive effects of the

depreciation were partly set off by negative effects on the income side. In the second half, when the

economic crisis erupted, the oil price in US$ decreased substantially, but due to the appreciation of

the US dollar, the price decrease measured in Euros was significantly reduced. The overall net effect

of the US dollar fluctuations on Lufthansa’s 2008 result was positive. The US dollar is not the only

currency that Lufthansa is exposed to. Fluctuations in both pounds sterling and the Japanese yen may

have significant effects on the result, as well.

At present Deutsche Lufthansa is trying to minimize the losses in the current market while remaining

prepared to respond to any improvement in market conditions at a relatively short notice and to

benefit promptly through organic growth when better times return.

18
Lufthansa 1

st
Interim Report January-March 2009, page 15

Figure 4: US $ to EURO exchange rate
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2008 2007 Change in %

Revenue and result

Revenue €m 24 870 22 420 10,93

- of which trafic revenue €m 19 998 17 568 13,83

operating result €m 1 354 1 378 -1,74

EBIT €m 976 1 807 -45,99

EBITDA €m 2 421 3 023 -19,91

€m 599 1 655 -63,81

Lufthansa

Net profit for the period attributable

to shareholdesr of Lufthansa AG
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5.2 Financial Analysis of Lufthansa

5.2.1 Performance, good or poor?

In the extremely volatile year of 2008, Lufthansa was able to generate an operating result to €1,358

million, which is only slightly lower than the operating result for 2007. In this harsh environment, the

company was not able to maintain its operating margin, which decreased from 6.9 percent to 6.1

percent, but it is an astonishing 2.7 percentage points higher than the operating margin five years

ago. Even though Lufthansa was able to almost replicate the great operating results from 2007, with

only a small drop in operating margin, it was not able to replicate the net profit, which dropped by

63.8 percent. Huge losses pressed net income down to €599 million. Included in the financial result

was the €76 million loss that followed the Lehman Brothers bankruptcy.

Over the last ten years, Lufthansa has not been as profitable as Southwest Airlines. As can be seen

Table 5: Lufthansa's yearly revenue and result for 2007-2008

Figure 5: Historical development of Lufthansa's financial figures
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Q1 2009 Q1 2008 Q2 2008 Q3 2008 Q4 2008

Revenue and result

Revenue €m 5 015 5 588 6 468 6 540 6 274

- of which trafic revenue €m 3 813 4 467 5 254 5 297 4 980

operating result €m -44 172 533 279 370

EBIT €m -205 94 498 222 162

EBITDA €m 255 452 865 551 553

€m -256 44 358 149 48

Trafic figures

Passengers thousands 15 033 15 994 18 846 17 510 18 193

Freight/mail thousand tonnes 375 485 498 460 476

Passenger load factor % 74,0 77,2 78,3 81,6 78,9

Cargo load factor % 54,9 66,5 65,4 60,7 62,9

Available tonne-kilometres millions 7 887 8 155 9 016 9 210 8 579

Revenue tonne-kilometres millions 5 155 5 872 6 522 6 659 5 939

Overall load factor % 65,4 72,0 72,2 72,3 71,5

Number of flights 187 738 195 677 217 541 213 942 203 659

Lufthansa

Net profit for the period

from figure 5 Lufthansa did encounter problems in both 2001 and 2003. The 9/11 terrorist attacks,

where aircrafts were used as lethal weapons, together with the following war in Afghanistan, caused

a huge drop in demand for air travel, which resulted in horrible performance. The negative

development in the economy as well as labour disputes had an additional negative impact on

performance. Two years later, war and a bad economic outlook, in addition to the SARS pandemic,

again resulted in disastrous performance.

Looking at the last year, it is evident that the financial crisis and economic recession had a huge

impact on Lufthansa’s results in the fourth quarter of 2008 and the first quarter of 2009. It is indeed

a good sign that the airline managed to earn a positive profit throughout 2008. The high oil prices in

the first half and the economic recession in the second half forced several airlines into bankruptcy.

During the first three months of 2009 Lufthansa was unable to generate positive operating results.

The first quarter is normally a weak quarter, but looking at the figures, it is apparent that the airline

was hit by a deep recession. The capacity cuts have been of great value but have not been of enough

magnitude to counter the effects of the tumbling demand. But Lufthansa is not the only airline

threatened by macroeconomic factors. Every airline is fighting hard for their part of the shrinking

demand, and as price is their most important driver of demand, there is an immense pressure on

profitability.

Table 6: Lufthansa's quarterly revenue and results for Q108 - Q109
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Most recent

Standard & Poor BBB /negative BBB /stable

Moddy's Baa3/stable Baa3/positive

Lufthansa's Credit Rating

Lufthansa has in its possession investment-grade credit ratings from both Standard & Poor and

Moody’s, which makes it the best rated airline in Europe.19 Lufthansa’s credit rating is a result of their

leading position as an international airline, diversification, and their steady cash flow generation and

stable liquidity. In December 2008, both Standard & Poor and Moody’s downgraded the airline due

to the worsening economic climate.

5.3 Risk Management Analysis of Lufthansa

5.3.1 Overall risk management at Lufthansa

Lufthansa has an extensive risk management system which monitors both company- and sector-

specific risks. As they see risk management as an internal part of corporate management, there is no

separate organisational risk management unit. Instead risk management is integrated into the

existing business processes. The exception is financial risk management, which is based in an

independent organisational unit. Trading, settlement and financial controlling is done in this unit,

strictly separated from the rest of the organisation. This structure is chosen because of the existence

of economies of scale and natural hedging within the organisation. Economies of scale are due to

reduced transaction costs from having fewer but larger transactions. Natural hedging is, for example,

present when one organisational unit has revenues in USD, while another has expenses in USD, i.e.

one unit has a positive exposure, while the other has a negative exposure. By first adding these

exposures together, the net exposure will be reduced or might even be removed. Another important

factor is that trading financial derivatives is extensively risky and should be carried out exclusively by

highly skilled professionals.

At Lufthansa it is the Executive Board that makes and develops the internal guidelines for the

managing of financial and commodity risks. The system has a conservative approach that is well

reflected in their systematic risk management. To ensure compliance with the guidelines, the

company uses two departments, the Group Financial Risk Controlling department and the Corporate

19
Lufthansa Annual Report 2008, page 64

Table 7: Lufthansa's present credit rating
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Audit department. The aim of Lufthansa’s jet fuel and currency hedging is to reduce the volatility in

earnings, while the aim for interest rate hedging is to reduce the overall interest expense and at the

same time reduce the interest rate volatility.20

Lufthansa is exposed to 56 different currencies, of which 16 are actively managed. Those currencies

that have a strong correlation with USD are set off against operating USD exposure. To hedge

exchange rate exposure, currency futures and currency options are used. Using futures to hedge

does not demand any liquidity up front and is therefore a popular hedging instrument. The cost of a

currency futures contract lies in the fact that one is not able to take part in favourable currency rate

movements. To be able to both take advantage of favourable currency movements and reduce the

risk of unfavourable movements, the company has to use options. According to Lufthansa they use

options in a zero-cost-collar structure, locking in both a maximum and minimum exchange rate.

To manage the interest rate risk the airline mainly uses opposite changes in the operating result as a

natural hedge, while at the same time minimizing the average long-term expenses. Lufthansa’s

precise strategy is to hedge 15 percent of the interest rate exposure and stay exposed to 85 percent

of interest rate movements. This means that 85 percent of Lufthansa’s liabilities are floating rate

liabilities. Most of these liabilities are floating rate from the outset, while the rest is transformed into

floating rate by the use of fixed-for-floating interest rate swaps. If a liability is originated in another

currency than Euro, the currency risk is hedged completely by the use of interest rate/currency

swaps.

Due to the favourable treatment of hedges that are effective according to the provisions of IAS 39,

Lufthansa monitors its hedging activities closely. For those hedges that are not effective, changes in

fair value are directly reported as profit or loss in the income statement, increasing the volatility of

earnings.

Credit risk is an important issue for any company with extensive hedging activities. Lufthansa

therefore monitors credit risk closely to enable assessment and control of default risk of

counterparties. In case of a counterparty default, the loss can be severe. On September 15th 2008,

Lehman Brothers filed for bankruptcy. At that time the investment bank was one of Lufthansa’s

counterparties. Several currency, interest rate and jet fuel hedges, in addition to investments that

were made with the bank, were lost. Only a very small fraction could be sold after the insolvency. To

minimize the credit risk, Lufthansa only works with banks that have at least long term “BBB” or

similar rating on hedging transactions. To reduce the amount of losses in a bankruptcy, a maximum

acceptable risk is calculated for all counterparties, primarily by use of the counterparty’s credit

rating.

20
Lufthansa Annual Report 2008, page 119
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5.3.2 Why and how does Lufthansa hedge its jet fuel price risk?

In 2008 Lufthansa consumed 7.9 million tonnes of gasoline at a cost of €5,377 million, which is 21

percent of the company’s operating expenses.

The unambiguous motivation behind Lufthansa’s hedging of jet fuel price and currency risks is to

reduce earnings volatility. It is important to notice that the airline is not motivated by a hedging

profit or anything similar. Lufthansa states clearly that this is an attempt to average out the jet fuel

price paid. The benefit from this strategy is less uncertainty of future expenses. In addition, it gives

the company more time to respond to price shocks. The hedging process that makes Lufthansa’s

objective achievable is a layered one. In practice this means that Lufthansa forecast the monthly jet

fuel needs for the coming 24 months. From figure 621 one can see that for the last month, the 24th

month, 5% of the forecast jet fuel need is hedged. This percentage is increased for every month until

6 months remains. With this hedging strategy Lufthansa will at any given time have hedged 85

percent of their forecast jet fuel needs for the coming six months. Lufthansa makes use of standard

market instruments as forward contracts and options in their jet fuel hedges, and the underlying

asset is usually crude oil. To minimize the cost of hedging, zero-cost collars are used. Collars provide

Lufthansa with a price spread of possible jet fuel prices that lies between well-defined maximum and

minimum prices. The exact level of hedging is not completely fixed, but the strategy of layered

hedging with a 24 month timeframe is. The Executive Board, which has the responsibility for the

hedging strategy, can make adjustments so the hedging strategy optimally matches the current

environment.

21
Hedging table from Lufthansa’s Annual Report 2008, page 120
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As can be seen in figure 7, the percentage hedge at M+7 was 90 percent in 2007, implying a decrease

of five percentage points from 2007 to 2008. In addition to the larger hedging ratio, Lufthansa had

the option to hedge the price difference between crude oil and kerosene, known as crack. The crack

is in many ways the risk that exposes the company to product basis risk. Product basis risk occurs

when the correlation between the hedged item, here jet fuel, and the asset underlying the

instruments, here crude oil, is different from one. Jet fuel prices follow crude oil prices very closely,

but not perfectly. This non-perfect correlation causes changes in the spread. By hedging the crack,

the basis risk is effectively reduced or removed. The crack could be hedged using a similar layered

hedging strategy but with a time horizon of only six months.22 Collars are the preferred instruments

for crack hedging. At maximum the M+6 hedge-ratio could be 7.5 percent, increasing to 45 percent

for M+1. At the end of 2007 Lufthansa did not make use of any crack hedges due to the high oil price

and low liquidity in the crack market. During 2008 the spread between jet fuel and crude oil prices

reached record high levels before tumbling down. The volatility in the spread, which seems to be

partly driven by the oil/jet fuel price, exacerbated the price fluctuations of jet fuel. According to the

airline itself, they were at least partly able to make up for the burden of rising oil prices, by means of

their long-term hedging strategy, raising fuel surcharges, optimising costs and increasing efficiency in

other areas.

22
Hedging table from Lufthansa’s Annual Report 2007, page 106
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Jet fuel and crude oil derivatives are all traded in US dollars. This means that the oil price measured

in Euros can change significantly due to fluctuations in the exchange rate between the two

currencies. As can be seen from table 8, the crude oil and jet fuel prices have been strongly

correlated with the US $ to € exchange rate for the last ten years. This is also evident in figure 8,

where one can see that the dollar price of oil tends to increase when the US dollar depreciates. This

strong negative relationship works as a natural hedge, implying that non-US airlines are exposed to

less jet fuel price volatility measured in Euros.

5.3.2.1 What does it say in practice?

There seems to be no difference between Lufthansa’s jet fuel hedging strategy and the hedging

actually being done, which should not come as a surprise knowing that two units secure compliance

with the hedging strategy. The hedging practices seem to comply with the strategy in all aspects. The

exception is the decision taken in the aftermath of the Lehman default, when Lufthansa decided not

to purchase new hedging contracts similar to those lost in the default. The rationale behind this
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decision was the slump in the global economic demand, indicating that any price increase in jet fuel

is not expected. This is a very small sign of speculative behaviour, but since Lufthansa has not altered

the hedging strategy in general, it is impossible to argue that the airline is speculating rather than

hedging fuel price risk.

5.3.3 Percentage hedged for next period

Due to the strict jet fuel hedging programme at Lufthansa and variation in hedging ratio, the

percentage of forecast jet fuel needs that are hedged is expected to be low. At the end of 2008, only

63 percent of the forecast jet fuel need was hedged, which is substantially lower than the ten year

average. It was the decision not to replace the hedges lost in the Lehman Brothers bankruptcy. The

stability of the hedging ratio from year to year is a strong argument in favour of hedging. Lufthansa

has not increased their hedging ratio nor has the airline hedged jet fuel needs further into the future.

5.3.4 Other measures to reduce the impact from jet fuel price volatility

In the European airline industry, other measures than hedging, such as jet fuel surcharges, have

successfully been employed and Lufthansa has added surcharges to their fares. Surcharges are

effective measures which transfer jet fuel price volatility from Lufthansa’s bottom line directly to

passengers. For European air travellers this means that they will have to take on a large part of the

extra costs of higher jet fuel prices. It should be noted that when surcharges are used to partly set off

higher jet fuel prices, the benefits of decreased jet fuel price will not completely be transmitted to

the operating profit, since surcharges will have to be reduced. Further, it is expected that surcharges

are more effective when both energy prices increase and the state of the economy is improving.

Passengers will only accept surcharges when their willingness to pay is high. If energy prices continue

to increase, as they have been doing since the beginning of the year, without significant

improvement of the state of the economy, surcharges may be extremely difficult to employ again.

The cargo division of Lufthansa is much more able than the passenger division to transfer the jet fuel

price volatility to its customers.

Y +1 Y+2 Y+3 Y+4

1999 85 % 22 % 22 % 20 %
2000 73 % 20 % 20 %
2001 81 % 23 %
2002 63 % 2 %
2003 70 % 4 %
2004 70 % 4 %
2005 86 % 25 %
2006 85 % 30 %
2007 81 % 23 %
2008 63 % 26 %

Lufthansa's hedging position at year end

Table 9: Lufthansa’s hedging positions at year end
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5.3.5 Jet fuel hedging performance - gains/losses

The hedging strategy of Lufthansa has been a profitable business for the last ten years, supporting

the results with above two billion Euros. Even though Lufthansa has profited well from hedging, the

hedging gains are not a fundamental part of the profitability of the group. The total operating net of

hedging gains over the decade almost reached €5 billions while hedging gains reached just above €2

billions.

As seen in figure 9 Lufthansa experienced negative operating profit net of hedging gains, which is the

operating result minus hedging gains in two of the last ten years. In 2001 and 2003, Lufthansa’s

hedging gains changed the operating deficit to a surplus. As it has been for the hedging activities of

Southwest, Lufthansa’s hedging for the last ten years has not resulted in hedging loss. Consistent

positive hedging gains are contradicting the theory of hedging which predict zero profit from

hedging.

5.3.6 How has the performance of Lufthansa been for the last decade and how

important has jet fuel hedging been for Lufthansa?

Even though the last decade has been a struggle for existence for many airlines, Lufthansa is today

one of the greatest companies in the aviation industry. The group has greatly benefited from the

strategic decision to diversify the company into five divisions within the same industry. From a risk

management view, this diversification reduced the exposure towards commercial air traffic and

spread it on more legs. Presently jet fuel expenses represent about twenty percent of operating

expenses, which is far less than for strict commercial airlines and makes the group less exposed to

the energy price volatility. Further, the management of Lufthansa has showed great skill by building

flexibility into all aspects of the group’s operations. In the wake of the current crisis, several airlines

are in severe distress and negotiations are being held between management and work unions, where

cost cutting through reduced salaries is the main subject. At these times the value of the proactive
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management of Lufthansa emerges. Not only should the management get the honour of these

flexibility measures, the employees who saw the need of sacrificing firm wage agreements for

flexible agreements and a more competitive and healthy employer should be honoured, as well.

Further, the sharp increase in customer satisfaction and great brand recognition are the products of

their employees’ hard work.

Supporting the result of Southwest with €2 billion over the last decade, Lufthansa’s hedging activities

have definitively been important. In two troublesome years, hedging gains kept operating profits

positive. Overall, it does not seem like the group set fares by using the hedged price, which would

have led to low operating results net of hedging gains. By the time the financial crisis was a fact and

the global economy fell into its worst recession ever, Lufthansa was healthier than ever before.

The airline has structured its operations throughout its organisation to optimally match the

characteristics of the aviation industry, including its hedging operations. With its focus on sustainable

growth in what they consider a growth industry, Lufthansa is securing its future through proactive

management and investing in innovative solutions. The group is not letting its hedging activities

become a vital part of its operations and profit. Rather, it uses its hedging as a supplement for its

overall risk management, mitigating the effects of sudden jet fuel price shocks. Until now Lufthansa

has been able to grow sustainable based on operational efficiency and not favourable jet fuel price

movements, making the group prepared for a profitable future in the very cyclical aviation industry.
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6 Financial Risk Management Theory

6.1 Why should corporations hedge risks?

The motivation for corporations to perform hedging activities should be to reduce or remove

uncertainty. From financial theory we know that risk and return are connected. Investors demand

higher return for higher levels of risks. This implies that a corporation who has removed all risk

exposure will only be able to return the risk free rate for return. This is not an optimal solution.

Airlines have a huge exposure towards the price of jet fuel. Unexpected jet fuel price increases can

have severe effects on the health of an airline. But although airlines face this immense risk, the value

of reducing this risk is dubious. According to Grinblatt and Titman (2002) hedging is a good idea

whenever bad outcomes outweigh good outcomes. If the loss caused by high commodity prices has

severe consequences for the firm and low commodity prices only have mild effects, the firm is

expected to hedge the commodity price risk. It is better to avoid losing one dollar than gaining one

dollar more, according to Grinblatt and Titman (2002). When considering hedging, it is important to

be aware of the fact that risk reduction does not come for free. Using options to hedge, the bank will

demand a fee per option. Using forward or futures contracts, no fee is paid but instead both upside

and downside risk is eliminated. This means that transactions that are undertaken only to reduce risk

do not add value, say Brealey, Myers and Allen (2006). Two reasons exist explaining this view. First,

hedging is a zero sum game, which implies that the risk is not eliminated, but rather passed through

to someone else. Using forwards or futures, any gain (loss) earned by one of the counterparties is

met by an identical loss (gain) at the other counterparty. The second reason has to do with the

shareholders’ do-it-yourself alternative. Any transaction done by the company which investors easily

could do on their own accounts, adds no value. An example from the airline industry would be a

transaction where an airline acquired an oil refinery for diversifying purposes. This transaction should

add no value to the airline. Such diversification could easily be done by the shareholders of the

airline by purchasing oil refinery stocks in addition to the airline stock they already own. Modigliani

and Miller showed that the debt structure should not add any value in perfect and frictionless capital

markets.23 In perfect capital market firms, systematic risk is precisely assessed and the firm’s cost of

capital will be the return investors demand for adding the firm’s systematic risk to their portfolio.

Being unable to alter the firm’s systematic risk, hedging will only alter the unsystematic risk, which

will have no effect on external investors, since they already have eliminated all unsystematic risk by

holding a diversified portfolio. In the world of Modigliani and Miller, hedging will reduce shareholder

23
Modigliani, F and Miller, M 1958, "The Cost of Capital, Corporation Finance and the Theory of Investment",

American Economic Review, Vol. 48, No. 3, pp. 261–297, http://www.jstor.org/stable/1809766.
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value by duplicating the risk reduction already achieved by diversification.24 The effects of hedging jet

fuel can increase the systematic risk of airlines. The airline industry is a very cyclical industry, where

changes in demand for air travel are closely linked to changes in GDP. Not only is air traffic demand

closely related to changes in GDP, the price of crude oil is also strongly influenced by GDP changes. In

a scenario where oil prices and air traffic demand increase when GDP increase, hedging will not

dampen cash flow volatility. Cash flow from operations will be high in conjunction with hedging

gains. When market swings are amplified by hedging, the systematic risk of the hedging airline will

increase, which is synonymous with increasing cost of capital. With a higher cost of capital the

present value of future cash flows will decrease, reducing the value of the firm.

The real world is not perfect and frictionless, which indicates that risk management can be a value

adding activity. But if risk reduction adds value in real life, these value adding features have to come

from other things than the risk reduction itself. If reduction in cash flow volatility enables a firm to

invest in positive net present value investments the firm would otherwise have to forego, this risk

reduction adds value.

6.2 Short and long term benefits and costs

The benefits of risk management can be placed in two groups. The first group are those benefits that

maximize the shareholder value. Value for shareholders is created by investing in investments with a

positive net present value. The second group of benefits is related to managerial risk aversion. A

benefit that increases shareholder value is the possible reduction of expected tax cost. Taxes are a

market imperfection and in this setting it shows that when faced with market imperfections, it is

possible to enhance value by engaging in activities with a theoretical value of zero. In the presence of

a convex tax function, hedging can increase the value of the firm by decreasing the expected tax

payments. Smith and Stulz (1985) argue that taxes indeed are an important determinant of firms’

hedging activities. They found that whenever the tax function is a convex function of the pre-tax firm

value and the post-tax firm value is a concave function of pre-tax firm value, then hedging firms will

have a higher expected firm value than non-hedging firms. Non-hedging firms with more volatile

earnings will end up paying more tax than less volatile firms with the same average earnings.

Another source of benefits from hedging comes from reduced financial distress costs. In some

industries financial distress costs can have grave consequences. The firm needs not to go bankrupt

for these costs to be present. Financial distress costs are costs that are related with not being able to

operate in the most efficient way. Firms in financial distress will usually experience an extreme

additional workload related to the firm not being able to pay all of its bills. This will leave less time to

24
Fatemi, A & Luft, L 1999. "Corporate risk management: Costs and benefits", Global Finance Journal 13, pp 29-
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focus on the operations which are the essence of the firm. Financial distress costs are not only

administrative; they can occur for several other reasons. The firm might be obligated to pay extra

fees for not being in compliance with covenants and interest rates on both existing and potential

external capital might increase sharply. In addition, suppliers and customers might restrict or reduce

their activities with the firm. By reducing the probability of a cash shortfall, hedging can reduce the

expected costs related to financial distress, thereby increasing firm value.

Changes in cash flow will either cause changes in investments or changes in the amount of cash

raised externally. When external capital is more expensive than internal capital, the reduction of

underinvestment costs is a very important benefit of hedging. Underinvestment costs are those costs

that are related to a firm not being able to support all positive net present value investments they

would otherwise invest in, due to a lack of capital to support them. The firm does not have to be in

distress, but often is. Cash shortfalls can lead to underinvestment because the firm is unwilling or

unable to substitute the lack of internal capital with external capital. In perfect capital markets,

underinvestment costs would not exist because external capital would cover any shortfall in cash.

Minton and Schrand (1999) found that firms with higher levels of cash flow volatility had lower

average levels of investments in capital expenditures, R&D and advertising. According to these

findings, hedging should increase the average level of investment and thereby increase firm value.

The research of Gay and Nam (1998) supports the argument that companies hedge to avoid under-

investment costs. They also found that companies with better investment opportunities tend to be

greater derivatives users. Over the last ten years the hedging strategy of Lufthansa increased its

operating cash flow volatility, while the Southwest managed to decrease their operating cash flow

volatility. Neither Lufthansa nor Southwest experienced any negative hedging gains during the last

decade. The hedging activities of the two airlines increased operating cash flows for every year,

enabling them to fund their investments using only limited amounts of external capital. Both airlines

put great emphasis the importance of investments in the airline industry and both are extensive

users of derivatives. New technologies and efficient business processes cannot be underestimated in

the airline industry. The fierce competition makes it extremely difficult to survive without state of the

art technology and business processes. Jet fuel expenses and staff expenses are the two largest

expenses for airlines, often representing 50 percent of operating costs. An aircraft fleet that burns

more fuel than average or an inefficient use of personnel is a huge disadvantage. Southwest Airlines

is probably the biggest success history in the aviation history. The airline is recognized for their

astonishing personnel, who give superb service as well as being extremely efficient. In addition, the

airline has very efficient business processes which are constructed to be as cost-effective as possible.

To support their activities Southwest has engaged in jet fuel hedging.
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Going to the external capital market frequently can be very expensive. By reducing the uncertainty of

future earnings, the firm will be able make better plans, thereby reducing the cost of and need for

frequent external capital. With high cash flow volatility a firm will not only more often need external

capital, but it will also face higher prices for external capital.25 Lufthansa has an explicit strategy of

funding capital expenditures with only internal capital. This is not a solid proof that external capital is

more expensive than internal capital, but it is an important sign. Lufthansa has an investment grade

credit rating and an award winning fuel management, which should give the airline favourable

financing conditions.26

In some industries more debt on the balance sheet is an advantage. Hedging corporations will be

able to maintain a higher debt level than non-hedging corporations when all else is equal. Thus,

hedging will add value by increasing the present value of the tax shield of debt.27 But hedging does

not only add value, hedging also redistributes wealth in a way that makes shareholders worse off.28

Shareholders have a strong incentive to promise to hedge when issuing new debt. This promise will

enable the firm to issue more debt. But because of the redistribution of wealth will shareholders not

hedge unless there are strong incentives to do so. Such incentives could be to maintain a good

reputation among lenders or loan documentation that explicitly demands hedging.

Hedging can be motivated by managerial benefits. Managerial benefits can either destroy or enhance

shareholder value. The management of any corporation should never be rewarded on the basis of

factors that they do not control. One such factor is commodity prices. By reducing the commodity

price uncertainty, one will be better able to measure the performance of the management. The

reduced uncertainty will also increase the quality of investment and operating decisions. Managers

will be able to better allocate capital when they base their decision on more certain data. Another

managerial motive for risk management is based on the fact that managers are excessively exposed

to the corporation they manage and that managers maximize their expected lifetime utility.29

Investors are able to diversify their risk while managers are not. In such a scenario managers can

increase their expected utility by reducing the variance of the firm. This reduction in firm variance

may not damage shareholder value.30 Managers’ incentives to hedge may depend on the accounting

25
Minton, BA & Schrand, C 1999, "The impact of cash flow volatility on discretionary investment and the costs

of debt and equity financing", Journal of Financial Economics 54, pp. 423-460
26

Lufthansa Annual Report 2007, pp. 6
27

Stulz, RM & Smith, CW 1985, "The Determinants of Firms' Hedging Policies", The Journal of Financial
Quantitative Analysis, Vol. 20, No. 4, pp. 391-405, http://www.jstor.org/stable/2330757.
28

Stulz, RM & Smith, CW 1985, "The Determinants of Firms' Hedging Policies", The Journal of Financial
Quantitative Analysis, Vol. 20, No. 4, pp. 391-405, http://www.jstor.org/stable/2330757.
29

Stulz, RM 1984, "Optimal Hedging Policies", The Journal of Financial and Quantitative Analysis, Vol. 19, No. 2,
pp. 127-140, http://www.jstor.org/stable/2330894.
30

Froot, KA, Scharfstein, DS & Stein, JC 1993, "Risk management - Coordinating corporate investment and
financing policies", The Journal of Finance, Vol. XLVIII, No. 5, pp. 1629-1658
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standards used by the company. DeMarzo and Duffie (1995) showed that when hedge transactions

are not disclosed, managers will choose to fully hedge and thereby reduce the volatility of their

wages, and when hedging transactions are fully disclosed managers will not hedge at all. The

argument used is that when hedging is fully disclosed, the variability in profits will give information

about the management’s abilities, thereby making it easy for the shareholders to determine the

competence of the management.31 DeMarzo and Duffie conclude that if hedging is valuable for

shareholders, then shareholders should not demand full disclosure of hedging transactions. Their

results depend on strong assumptions that probably will not hold in the real world, but nevertheless,

one should not neglect their findings. Both Lufthansa and Southwest disclose fully their hedging gains

and losses, contradicting the theory of DeMarzo and Duffie (1995). When it comes to the strategy

behind their hedging activities, Lufthansa discloses their exact strategy, while Southwest does not.

The fact that accounting rules today demand disclosure of gains and losses from hedging activities

explains why both airlines disclose their hedging performance. The rationale for why Southwest does

not disclose their hedging strategy is difficult to explain. They might regard it as a company secret or

it might not comply with risk management theory by being too speculative, which does not endorse

full disclosure.

The cost of hedging can have a significant effect on the overall value of hedging. Some exposures are

easy and cheap to hedge, while others are not. Currency and interest rate hedging are at the cheap

end of the scale, together with the very liquid commodities. In the airline industry, large airlines tend

to hedge more than smaller ones, indicating that hedging small volumes of jet fuel is too expensive.

6.3 Strategic motives for corporate risk management

In the airline industry, jet fuel cost is a significant part of the ticket price. For some airlines the jet fuel

cost is the single largest cost and therefore volatility in the price of jet fuel will have a huge effect on

total costs and their profitability. The prices airlines charge for air travel is dependent on the oil price.

If all airlines hedge the industry is insured from energy price shocks. The fares they charge should

therefore be constant with regards to jet fuel prices. Overall, the industry faces constant costs and

constant prices. If an airline chooses not to hedge, the airline will still be subject to constant prices

but costs would be volatile, which would cause its profits to be more volatile. If there is no hedging in

the industry, both prices and costs will fluctuate. Choosing to hedge in such a scenario will result in

constant costs and volatile prices transforming into more volatile profits than its competitors. This

31
DeMarzo, PM & Duffie, D 1995, "Corporate Inventive for Hedging and Hedge Accounting", The Review of

Financial Studies, Vol. 8, No. 3, pp. 743-771
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means that if prices for air travel stay more constant when more airlines hedge, then the profit

volatility of hedged (unhedged) firms will decrease (increase) as more firms choose to hedge.32

In the North American airline industry, surcharges to cover high energy prices have been tested in

practice by several airlines without success. During the last couple of years, with soaring energy

prices, it has been impossible to completely transfer the increased costs to travellers, indicating that

the industry does not use the spot price to determine ticket prices. This should, according to Nain

(2004), indicate that most airlines hedge and therefore are less affected by the volatile oil price. As

the oil price tumbled during the second half of 2008, hedgers went from paying less than the market

price for fuel to paying a premium. For the largest hedger, Southwest Airlines, the fall in energy

prices was so severe for their profitability that they decided to unwind almost all hedging contracts

for the period 2009-2013. If hedgers had the power to set prices, prices should have remained fairly

constant, and Southwest should not have been that worried. What actually happened indicates that

it is not the airlines that are hedged (or unhedged) that determine market prices for air travel in the

US. Instead it seems that it is the airlines with the lowest costs at any given time that determine the

market prices. In those periods where hedging airlines have paid a lower price for jet fuel than their

competitors, they set prices, and in those periods where the spot price is lower, unhedged airlines

set the market price. If this is correct, both hedged and unhedged airlines face changing prices, but

only hedging airlines will face constant costs. This makes the profits of hedging airlines in the US

more volatile. Whether hedging jet fuel or not is most valuable is difficult to explain from a

theoretical point of view. Nain (2004) found that unhedged firms were riskier and valued lower when

the level of hedging in their industry was high, even though in theory these firms should have been

valued higher due to the greater production flexibility.33 Explaining these differences, Nain (2004)

argued that when most competitors are hedging, the decision to stay unhedged is a negative signal

about management’s ability to recognize and manage unnecessary foreign exchange rate risk. Over

the last years, staying unhedged has been very costly with skyrocketing energy prices, but the

historical gains of hedging should not be used to recommend hedging for the future. If airlines that

avoid jet fuel hedging are perceived as excessively risky, more airlines should hedge.

32
Nain, A 2004, The Strategic Motives for Corporate Risk Management, Working Paper, November 2004

33
Nain (2004) used data form 3,259 US companies in 234 different industries collected from the Compustat

database which all faced ex-ante exchange rate exposure. 548 of these companies were engaged in currency
derivatives hedging.
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6.4 Risk management instruments – an explanation of the different

risk management instruments and their uses

There exist four types of risk management instruments. These are forwards, futures, swaps and

options, which are all connected to an underlying asset. The underlying asset can be any commodity

or any financial asset like a stock, bond or currency. For all four kinds of instruments, there are both

industrial and financial users, which can have very different motivation for holding these

instruments. Financial users tend to have speculative motives. In the context of this thesis, where the

focus is risk management in the airline industry, especially the management of jet fuel price risk, the

motivation and needs of the industrial users will be in centre. Forwards, futures and swaps are

usually zero cost instruments. By being a zero cost instrument, the user will not have to pay any form

of fee for entering these contracts--zero cost. Neither part in these contracts holds a beneficiary

position, i.e. their positions are equally risky. One should not regard the margin or collateral as any

type of cost; rather, it is a protection against default. Given that these financial instruments can be

tailored in any way possible, there are of course exceptions. Options are not a self-financing (zero

cost) instrument. Holding an option rather one of the other instruments gives you an exposure for

beneficiary price movements, which you have to pay for.

Instruments used for hedging purposes can either be traded over-the-counter (OTC instruments) or

exchange traded. According to Cobbs and Wolf (2004) most airlines do prefer the over-the-counter

instruments. OTC instruments are preferred because these are customizable and therefore fit the

requirements of airlines better, but such customized contracts do not have a liquid secondary market

which might make them impossible to unwind at a reasonable price.

6.4.1 Forwards

Forwards are the oldest risk management instruments and have been used for hundreds of years. A

forward contract represents the obligation to sell (or buy) a commodity at a predetermined price and

volume (Grinblatt and Titman 2002). At maturity, the entity with the obligation to sell the commodity

comes up with the commodity and delivers it to the counterpart of the contract, who has the

obligation to buy the commodity. The profit of the forward contract is determined by the spot price

of the commodity on the settlement date. If the spot price is lower than the contract price, the seller

of the commodity will earn a profit and vice versa. A forward contract is individually determined

between two counterparties. This means that each contract is fully customizable and can be perfectly

matched to the requirements put forward by the counterparties, such as the settlement date, price,

amount and quality. For industrial users of commodities this is a great feature, because they can

customize the forward contracts to perfectly match their often very specific needs. This feature

comes at a cost, namely the default risk. The default risk is the risk associated with the uncertainty of
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whether or not your counterpart exists or will be able to fulfil their duties when the contract expires.

Default risk is a considerable risk factor that has to be considered, and it is extremely important to

analyse the financial conditions of your counterparties when dealing with forward contracts. Another

important attribute is the lack of liquidity in the forward contract market. With low liquidity,

transaction costs may increase dramatically.

Forward contracts are best suited for industrial users who rarely use such contracts and when they

do, they need a specific contract. In the airline industry, where there is an extensive use of derivates

to manage jet fuel price risk, forwards are not the best instruments. Airlines have a continuous need

for a standardized product. Using forwards to cover airlines’ needs is a waste of resources. The

importance of liquidity in the airline industry is confirmed by the fact that airlines’ argument for the

use of derivatives on crude and heating oil instead of jet fuel (kerosene) is based on the poor liquidity

in kerosene derivates.

6.4.2 Futures

When entering into a futures contract, either with obligation to sell or buy the underlying asset, no

money has to be paid. It is when the futures contract expires that money first changes hands. It is

true that one has to come up with a margin, but as long as you earn an interest on the margin

money, there is no cost for entering a futures contract. A futures contract is a standardized contract

to buy or sell an underlying asset at a predetermined date in the future at a predetermined price.

This is in difference with the forward contract. Where a forward contract is individually determined

between two counterparties, everything is standardized when it comes to futures contracts. In

addition to being standardized, futures contracts are exchange traded. These two features make it

very easy to trade futures contracts and thereby reduce the risk of low liquidity. The futures market

for most commodities is highly liquid, at least for contracts with short maturities. The underlying

asset can be a commodity or any financial asset like a stock, bond or a currency. The rationale for

engaging in a futures contract is either a gamble on the price of the underlying asset or risk

reduction. Those who trade futures based on a gamble on the price speculate. Those who want to

lock in the future price to reduce uncertainty manage risk. Either way, the trading of futures is a zero

sum game. For every contract there are two opposite positions. If one party earns a profit the

opposite position loses an equal amount. Another feature of the futures contract is that there is no

counterparty risk or default risk when trading this type of contract. This means that you will never

Figure 10: The role of the clearing house
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have to worry about the ability of your counterpart to meet his or her obligation as you would have

when holding forward contracts. The non-existence of counterparty risk is due to the fact that your

counterparty no longer is the entity that actually has the commodity. Instead, the counterparty is a

clearinghouse. This is visualised in figure 10. The clearinghouse acts as the counterparty for both the

buyer and the seller, but it will never actually take a specific position; rather, it matches up the

buyers and sellers. When buying (selling) a futures contract through a clearinghouse, you are

obligated to pay a margin to the clearinghouse, which usually is ten percent of the total contract. To

minimize the risk faced by the clearinghouse and the contract holders, all contracts are marked-to-

market every day. This means that every contract is valued as sold today. If your contract increases in

value, the clearinghouse puts money on your margin account. If your contract decreases in value, the

clearinghouse will withdraw money from your margin account. To reduce transaction costs, the

clearinghouse will not demand that you pay more money on your margin account each time. Only

when your margin account breaches a predetermined threshold level will you receive a margin call.

After receiving a margin call you will have to come up with more cash immediately. If not, the

clearinghouse will terminate your position and use the margin as collateral. By having such a system,

the default risk of participants not meeting their liabilities is eliminated. It is important to note that

with a margin of ten percent you can trade futures for ten times the initial cash you have to come up

with, i.e., trading futures can be very risky for the inexperienced investor. In the framework of this

text this will not be an issue. There are two ways of exiting a futures contract. An investor can either

choose to let the contract expire, which entails both a cash settlement and delivery of the underlying

asset, or the contract can effectively be eliminated by selling (buying) a similar contract on the

market. Today actual delivery is almost never carried out. An airline that has purchased futures

contracts to lock in the price of a commodity will exit the futures contracts by selling similar contracts

just before they expire and taking the profit or loss. The actual commodity will be purchased in the

spot market. This is done for two reasons. First, airlines mainly use instruments based on crude oil or

heating oil rather than kerosene, because of the more liquid markets, and taking delivery of these

commodities makes no sense for an airline. Second, even if airlines used instruments based on

kerosene, the number of locations where delivery takes place is extremely limited, and airlines need

delivery at every airport they serve. As long as hedges used by airlines qualify as cash flow hedges

according to the accounting rules, the proceeds of the hedges can be booked in the income

statement under fuel expenses in the period where the contract expires. Hedges not meeting the

accounting standard for cash flow hedging will have to be valued at fair value in every period until

settlement, and any changes will be booked in the income statement.
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6.4.3 Swaps

A swap is, as the name indicates, an agreement to trade one thing for another. A financial swap is an

agreement between two parties to exchange cash flows from two different securities. The most

popular swaps are interest rate swaps and currency swaps. An interest swap exchanges cash flows of

a floating-rate bond for the cash flows of a fixed-rate bond. In this way swaps efficiently can convert

a fixed-rate bond to a floating-rate bond. Currency bonds switch cash flow of similar bonds in

different currencies. A firm with a bond in domestic currency can convert it to a foreign bond by

using swap.

When the underlying asset of the swap is a commodity, most swap contracts oblige one party to pay

a fixed price while receiving the spot price. An airline who wants to hedge jet fuel price risk using

swaps will engage a contract where the airline pays a fixed price and receives the spot price. To

reduce transaction costs, only the difference is paid each time. When the spot price is higher than

the fixed price, the airline will get paid the difference. This difference is then used to reduce the jet

fuel expenses. Swaps are very popular among airlines to hedge both interest rate risk and jet fuel

price risk. Both Southwest and Lufthansa use a considerable amount of swaps to hedge both jet fuel

price risk and interest rate risk. These swap agreements are not exchange traded, which makes them

subject to default risk. Both airlines closely monitor their counterparties and have strict demands

which any counterparty have to meet. As an example they both demand investment-grade credit

ratings of counterparties. These demands go both ways, of course. If Southwest or Lufthansa lost

their investment-grade credit rating, their ability to use swaps would be decreased.

6.4.4 Options

An option represents, in contrast to futures and forwards, the right--not the obligation--to buy or sell

an underlying asset at a pre-specified price, often called the strike or exercise price. This key feature

gives the owner of the option the opportunity not to exercise it whenever he deems this

unfavourable; therefore, the value of an option will never be negative. A call option is the right to

buy, and a put option is the right to sell the underlying asset. The underlying asset can be any

imaginable financial asset or commodity. There are typically two types of options, American and

European. American options can be exercised at any time before or on the exercise date, while the

European option only can be exercised on the exercise date. Investors can go both long and short in

both call and put options. Going short in options is the same as issuing an option. A short position in

options will never have an expected positive pay off. The explanation is that the investor who is long

will never exercise the option when he finds that unfavourable. The motivation for issuing an option

is the fee the issuer gets paid. Airlines can use options to create a ceiling of how much they will have

to pay for the jet fuel they need, at the same time being able to benefit from any price decreases. By
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purchasing a European call option on crude oil with an exercise price of $50, the price of crude oil

you need in three months will not exceed $50, but it can very well be below. At first sight an option

seems like the perfect tool to hedge commodity price risk because you can effectively place a limit on

how much the company should have to pay for the commodity without sacrificing any benefits of

price decreases. Options are not the most used hedging tool because it requires fairly large amounts

of up-front liquidity to pay the fee. In the long run, without superior information, the profit from

using options will be zero and the cost equals the total fee paid. This is distinctively different than

using forwards, futures or swaps, where the long run profit will be zero and costs equal zero.

According to the CEO of Southwest Airlines, Laura Wright, hedging with options is their favourite way

to hedge because options give the airline the opportunity to pay the spot price of jet fuel if that is

favourable.34 The CEO further explains that call options were extensively used in the 1990s, before

they got too expensive. The price of an option is determined by the volatility of the underlying asset:

when this volatility increases, so does the price. With higher volatility, the value of hedging increases.

It is puzzling that the CFO of Southwest only finds options valuable in low volatility periods. Instead of

using options, Southwest has used swaps and futures. In a period where the oil price volatility is high,

huge swings in prices are more probable, implying that a swap or future contract is more risky as well

because the probability of paying a significantly higher price than the spot price has increased. It is

therefore confusing that a CFO can say that options are excessively expensive. An option that is

priced correctly is not too expensive. A hedging strategy with options demands a lot of up-front cash

and when both the oil price volatility and the amount of hedging at Southwest increased, the cash

flow requirements may have been too large.

34
Keeton, A 2009, "Southwest Air CFO: Fuel-Hedging Key To Financial Planning", The Wall Street Journal, May 1

2009, Downloaded 2009-06-22 22:10, http://online.wsj.com/article/BT-CO-20090501-707801.html
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Hedging with options, compared to hedging with swaps, forwards and futures, enables an airline to

take advantage of price decreases while being protected against price increases. As noted earlier,

hedging does not eliminate the risks; rather, it transfers risk from one participant to another.

Forwards and futures simultaneously limit the upside and downside risk for both parties, leaving

them with the exact opposite positions. Since neither party has a beneficial position, neither party

has to pay the other. One party’s profit is always the other’s loss. When it comes to options, the

issuer will always get zero or lose, i.e., the net present value of the issuer’s position will never be

positive. The purchaser, on the other hand, will never have a position with a negative net present

value.

6.5 Marked to market considerations and the importance of

uncertain cash flows regarding instruments that are marked to

market

By being exchange traded, futures are the least expensive hedging instrument, but they demand that

the company using them as a hedging vehicle be able to support the margin account. For financially

healthy companies that should not be an issue, but for the financially constrained ones, the liquidity

that is locked in as collateral cash can be very important. According to Cobbs and Walt (2004), Delta

was forced to close their hedging positions to generate cash for operations. In some instances the

companies will not be able to hedge because their financial position is so poor that it is impossible or

extremely expensive to attract someone who is willing to engage hedging with them.

Following the dramatic fall in oil prices in the second half of 2008, fuel hedges that historically have

been very profitable for some airlines became very expensive. During the rally in energy prices that

peaked during July 2008, airlines with a comprehensive hedging strategy ended up paying a lot less

than the market price for jet fuel. In 2008 alone, despite losses on jet fuel hedges in the second half,

Southwest Airlines gained US$ 1.1 billion on their hedge positions. In the last quarter of 2008 when

most hedge positions were out of money, Southwest started to unwind their hedges on a large scale.

Southwest’s motivation for this reduction in hedging was to minimize the potential of having to

provide additional cash collateral deposits to counterparties and to be able to participate in further

price decreases.35 Because of the deteriorating price movements, the unwinding of hedges, primarily

swap contracts were not without costs. Southwest sold fixed-price swaps that they had previously

purchased, but due to the price movements, the price of similar swaps had fallen and Southwest

took the loss.

35
Southwest Airlines Annual Report 2009, page 40
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These actions of Southwest indicate that the fragile airline industry is extremely sensitive to negative

changes in cash flows and that they are willing to abandon hedging to preserve cash. It should be

mentioned here that at the time these swap contracts were unwound, the economic outlook in the

US had never been worse. In such an environment, it may have been that any actions to preserve

cash were perceived as rational.

6.6 What are the differences between hedging and speculation? And

what determines whether a firm hedges or speculates?

The unwinding of swap contracts by Southwest explained above raises the question of the difference

between speculation and hedging. For most airlines jet fuel expenses are the second largest cost. Any

action taken by airlines to reduce the volatility in this expense will have to be considered as hedging.

Southwest and Lufthansa both state that they only hold derivatives for hedging purposes, not for

speculation. In addition, they both put a deal of great effort into assuring that their hedges are

effective according to the appropriate accounting rules.

Even though these airlines trade and hold derivatives in a way that is regarded as hedging in

accounting practices, it is not given that the motivation behind their hedging is based on risk

management. Strictly speaking, the amount of hedging should not be subject to the price of jet fuel.

If one finds the exposure too large, it should be hedged. By doing so, uncertainty is removed or

reduced and decision making is based on more firm information. It is not rational to believe that it is

possible to pay a lower than market price for fuel in the long run. Such beliefs indicate that someone

has superior information about future energy prices. Energy prices should not be a competitive

factor in the airline industry because everybody is subject to the same prices. Those who have locked

in prices will sometimes pay more and sometimes pay less. In the long run all airlines will pay the

average price of jet fuel. In 2008, Southwest both reduced their jet fuel bill by $1.1 billion due to

their hedges and decided that the economic environment in last quarter was not an environment

where hedging would be valuable. In other words, Southwest was happy to pay a lower price for jet

fuel than the spot price, but when they were faced with potentially higher than market prices, then

hedging was to a large extent abandoned. If they had kept their hedges, they would have known

exactly what they would have to pay for 70 percent of their jet fuel requirements for 2009, which

probably would not be too far from the effective price they paid in 2008. In January 2009 the CFO of

Southwest said that the airline had no plans of purchasing new hedges on the beliefs that energy

prices would be stable, that energy was traded relatively higher on futures markets (contango) and
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the great uncertainty about the economy.36 Four months later, the same CFO told Dow Jones

Newswires that Southwest had placed new hedges in 2009 on the beliefs that that energy prices will

climb higher as the world economy begins to recover and grow.37 These statements clearly indicate

that Southwest bases their hedging on their beliefs about energy prices and the general

environment. The level of uncertainty seems to be less important than first anticipated, but rather

the direction of uncertainty. At the end of 2008 the worry was how far down the economy would go

before the crisis was over, but as time went by good news directed the uncertainty to how fast the

economy would recover.

Southwest is not alone in changing their hedging activities. Hedging activities at Lufthansa have also

been changed over time, but in a far less dramatic manner than Southwest’s unhedging in Q4 2008.

36
Koenig, D 2009, “Southwest Airlines reports fourth-quarter loss on higher fuel spending”, Associated Press

Newswires, 22 January 2009
37

Keeton, A 2009, “Southwest Air CFO: Fuel-Hedging Key To Financial Planning”, Dow Jones Newswire, 1 May
2009.
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7 The practice of hedging – how to hedge jet fuel costs

7.1 Measuring risk exposure

Before hedging any types of risks, one has to identify and measure the risk exposures. For airlines it is

common knowledge that volatile jet fuel prices are one of their largest risk factors, but exactly how it

influences the firm is not that obvious. In isolation, cash flows will decrease when jet fuel prices

increase, but in the real world the effects can be significantly different. If airline can increase fares

when energy prices increase, there might be no effect on cash flow at all.

Measuring risk exposure is a difficult task. Take, for example, an airline that has estimated their jet

fuel needs to be one million barrels. If the price increases by $1/bbl, the jet fuel expense of the

airline will increase by $1 million. But while this measure is certain, it is far from certain what the

effect will be on the airline’s cash flows. If the airline can put a fuel surcharge on tickets sold without

jeopardizing the number of sold tickets, the airline will be partially hedged, resulting in less volatile

cash flows. Another possibility could be that increasing oil prices reduce the overall activity in the

economy, resulting in lower demand for air travel. In this case the cash flow exposure will be greater.

For the last couple of years the oil price has been driven by increased global demand. According to

Lufthansa, a one percent increase in GDP is correlated to a 1.5 percent increase in demand for air

travel in mature markets and a 2.5 percent increase in emerging markets.38 This means that both

energy prices and air traffic demand are correlated to the state of the economy. In this environment,

the effects of increased oil price on the cash flow are reduced due to higher demand.

Corporations have two different methods of finding their factor betas or risk exposures, a backward

looking and a forward looking method.39 The backward looking method estimates factor betas with

regression analysis on historical data. The backward looking method is very effective and as long as

the future reflects the past, the results one gets are reliable. If the future is expected to deviate from

the past, regressions will not be the best-suited method. The forward looking method makes use of

simulation to find risk exposures. This method is considered to be more accurate than the backward

looking if executed successfully, but it is far more demanding. Where the first method only needs

historical data which usually is easy to collect, the second method involves a great deal of analytical

skills and comprehensive knowledge about the business and the competitive environment. To limit

the workload without completely dropping the forward looking method, an intermediate solution

can work well. This would first involve a backward looking estimation of risk exposures and

thereafter a limited forward looking assessment of the results. Exposure towards jet fuel should

38
Lufthansa Annual Report 2008, page 115

39
Grinblatt, M & Titman S 2002, Financial Markets and Corporate Strategy, 2nd edition, McGraw-Hill Higher

Education, New York, page 783
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probably be estimated using the intermediate method. Jet fuel exposure is not expected to

dramatically change over time so the backward looking method gives interesting results. But these

results should not be completely accepted; rather, they should be adjusted to better fit the available

information about the future. In practice this means that the estimated risk exposures for 2009

should take the 2008 exposures as a starting point and adjust them to better fit the expected

forecast of 2009.

7.2 Hedging short-term commitments with maturity matched

forward and futures contracts

Short term commitments and obligations can usually be hedged by using instruments with the same

maturity, making such hedges relatively easy to set up. A firm that needs a certain amount of a

commodity within a year is exposed to the risk that the price of this commodity will change until the

firm takes delivery. This risk can be eliminated by setting up a forward contract with the supplier that

perfectly matches the firm’s requirements. If the futures contracts are available for the commodity,

the firm can purchase futures contracts with the desired maturity. Options can be used as well.

Although forwards and futures are almost the same for valuation purposes, they cannot be treated

as equivalent for hedging purposes.40 The reason forwards and futures cannot be treated as

equivalent for hedging purposes has to do with the difference between the time futures gains or

losses are realized and the time the price effects are realized.41 When hedging with futures one

should always hedge with a ratio of less than one to one. This practice is called tailing. It is necessary

to tail a futures hedge because of the interest earned on the marked-to-market cash. The effects of

financing costs or investment returns associated with daily variation settlements of futures contracts

are ignored in an untailed futures hedge. The tailed hedge should equal the present value of the

future value. Since the present value and the future value converge over time, the number of

contracts in the tailed futures hedge should increase over time, according to Kawaller (1997). In

other words, a tailed futures hedge needs to be adjusted as time goes by. An untailed futures hedge

or a forwards hedge does not have to be adjusted. The magnitude of the tailing depends on the

interest rate on the margin cash.

40
Grinblatt, M & Titman S 2002, Financial Markets and Corporate Strategy, 2nd edition, McGraw-Hill Higher

Education, New York, page 783
41

Kawaller, IG 1997, "Tailing Futures Hedges/Tailing Spreads", Journal of Derivatives, Winter 1997, Vol. 5, No. 2
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7.3 Hedging and basis risk

Basis is defined as the differential between the spot price of a deliverable commodity and the price

of the futures contract with the shortest duration until maturity for the same or a related

commodity.42 Basis risk is the risk that price changes in the asset one wishes to hedge and the

instrument used as a hedging instrument does not correlate perfectly. Companies that hedge a

commodity by using instruments based on another commodity are subject to a form of basis risk

called product basis risk. Airlines who hedge their jet fuel exposure using crude and heating oil

instruments are exposed to this type of basis risk. If jet fuel is subject to a demand shock while crude

oil is not, the jet fuel price will increase much more than the value of the crude oil hedging

derivatives. In such a scenario, hedges that were thought to be efficient will become inefficient. As

can be seen from figure 12, the spread between crude oil and jet kerosene reached historically high

levels in mid-2008 before it tumbled down at the end of the year. In 2007 Lufthansa had a hedging

strategy which included hedging of the spread or crack as they call it, for the coming six month, but

they decided not to continue hedging the spread because of the high oil prices and low liquidity in

the crack market.

Basis risk can, in addition to making hedges inefficient, also have a huge impact on reported earnings.

The reason is that the accounting rules require that hedges should be efficient if they are to be

treated as cash flow hedges. When the efficiency test is not passed, changes in fair value of hedges

have to be reported directly to profit and loss when they occur instead of first being put on the

balance sheet until the contracts are settled.

Another type of basis risk is time basis risk, which occurs when companies want to hedge long-dated

commitments but only have short term instruments available. This topic is further discussed below.

42
Carter, D., Rogers, D., and Simkins, B., (200X), Fuel Hedging in the Airline Industry: The Case of Southwest
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Figure 12: Spread between crude oil and jet kerosene
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Location basis risk occurs because the price of a commodity might differ according to where it is

delivered. This third form of basis risk is also a risk factor for airlines engaged in hedging activities.

Airlines need jet fuel at every airport where they have activities. There is a potential risk that the

prices airlines have to pay deviates significantly from the prices their hedging activities are based on.

This would be an important issue if in fact the airline used jet fuel derivates as hedging instruments,

but when they are using crude oil or heating oil derivatives instead, the product basis risk is expected

to be potentially much more severe.

For both forwards and futures the optimal hedging ratio when maturity matches and no basis risk is

used will be one. In the presence of basis risk, the optimal hedge ratio can be significantly altered.

7.4 Hedging and convenience yields

The main difference between hedging with forwards and futures is the tailing of the futures hedge,

which means that a futures hedge has a ratio of less than one to one. Convenience yield is another

factor that can affect the hedge ratio for both forward and futures hedges. The convenience yield can

be looked at as the dividend for a dividend paying stock. The benefit of holding a dividend paying

stock instead of receiving it in the future is the present value of the dividend paid out before the

stock is received. For a commodity the convenience yield is all the benefits that follow having an

inventory of the commodity net the direct storage costs. All energy consuming industries are subject

to the risk of not being able to get the energy they need. Recently, the Russian-based natural gas

company Gazprom shut down its supply of natural gas to Europe through Ukraine for a short time. If

the shutdown had lasted for a longer period, energy consuming industries in Europe would probably

have had to reduce or halt production. Similarly airlines can suffer insufficient supplies of jet fuel. In

fact, investments in oil exploration are expected to be insufficient with too low an oil price, which

can cause an unnecessary oil price boom. In such a situation, having an inventory of jet fuel would be

a huge benefit.

If the maturity of the future obligation matches the maturity of the hedging instrument, whether the

hedging instrument is a forward or futures contract, the convenience yield will have no effect on the

hedging ratio. Whenever there is a mismatch in maturity between the future obligation and the

hedging instrument, the hedging ratio will be affected for both forwards and futures hedges. The

reason the convenience yield makes the hedge ratio less than one is that the convenience yield

makes a forward obligation less risky than the underlying commodity. Since hedging is a matter of

matching up risk, less of the riskier asset, the short-term forward or futures contract, is needed to

hedge the less risky asset, the forward obligation.

Until now the convenience yield has been treated as a known size. In reality the convenience yield is

both uncertain and it tends to correlate with the price of the commodity. A forward obligation to buy
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or sell a commodity becomes even less risky when the convenience yield is positively correlated with

the price of the commodity compared to a constant convenience yield. This implies an even smaller

hedge ratio. Since the convenience yield makes the hedge ratio smaller whenever there is a

mismatch between the maturity of the forward obligation and the hedging instrument, the

convenience yield can be considered as a partial hedge against price movements.43 When the

variability of the convenience yield is not fully determined by the variability in the spot price, basis

risk may occur. There exist some other explanations of why basis risk may occur. For example

investors can be irrational or face market imperfections which could lead to basis risk. Unpredictable

interest rates may also cause basis risk. But these latter explanations are far weaker than the former.

The convenience yield risk that causes basis risk is the unhedgeable convenience yield risk. According

to Grinblatt and Titman (2002, page 794) this unhedgeable risk will eliminate both the ability to

perfectly hedge long term obligations with short term forwards and the ability to arbitrage deviations

from the forward spot price relations.

7.5 Hedging long-dated commitments with short-maturing futures or

forward contracts

When corporations want to hedge their commitments they usually encounter the problem of having

to hedge long term commitments using short term instruments. Short term instruments are chosen

because these instruments are much more liquid and thereby less expensive to trade. Instruments

with long maturities exist, but due to low liquidity, it might be impossible or at least expensive to use

them to hedge large obligations. Instead of using these illiquid contracts, corporations use short term

contracts which are rolled over. Rolling short term contracts implies selling a contract just before it

expires and simultaneously purchasing a new contract. Rolling is not the only thing that has to be

accounted for when using short term contracts to hedge long-dated obligations. If the underlying

commitment has a convenience yield, the hedge has to be tailed independently of whether a forward

or a futures contract is used.44 The amount of tailing depends on the convenience yield earned

between the maturity date of the short forward or futures contract and the maturity date of the

long-dated obligation. The tail is larger for futures contracts than for forward contracts.

A corporation with a ten year obligation to sell (buy) a commodity can offset this risk with a series of

short term forward or futures contracts to buy (sell) the same commodity. When using forward

contracts to hedge the obligation, it is important to adjust for any convenience yield. Given that only

forwards with a one year maturity are available and the convenience yield of the commodity is five

43
Grinblatt, M & Titman S 2002, Financial Markets and Corporate Strategy, 2nd edition, McGraw-Hill Higher

Education, New York, page 794
44

Grinblatt, M & Titman S 2002, Financial Markets and Corporate Strategy, 2nd edition, McGraw-Hill Higher
Education, New York, page 792
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percent, to hedge perfectly the obligation to buy a barrel of oil ten years from now on should sell

1/1.039 = 0.766 forward barrels maturing one year from now. In one year these contracts will mature

and have to be rolled over. At that time 1/1.038 forward contracts should be purchased. It is not

necessary to rebalance the forward hedge as time goes by.

If the same obligation were to be hedged with the use of futures contracts, tailing and the fact that a

futures hedge need to be rebalanced as time goes by need to be accounted for. With the same

convenience yield as above and a risk-free rate of return of ten percent, the number of futures

contracts sold to perfectly hedge the obligation would be 1/1.039 * (1.1) = 0.697. Unlike the forward

hedge, this hedge has to be changed every day that passes until maturity of the short term contract.

At that time the futures hedge have to be rolled over. Now the obligation is nine years out and the

number of one year futures contracts needing to be sold should equal 1/1.038 * (1.1) = 0.718.

7.6 Hedging with SWAPS

Swaps are agreements to periodically exchange cash flows from one security to another. Unlike

futures and forward contracts, which are mainly available as short term instruments, swaps typically

have a longer maturity. Swaps are popular hedging instruments in the airline industry. A swap

agreement can be looked at as a series of forward contracts. A 24 month swap agreement to

exchange the spot price of crude oil for a for fixed price each month will have the exact same cash

flows as 24 consecutive forward contracts. Each month the difference between the spot price and

the hedged price will be paid from the swap agreement, which is the exactly same as the cash flows

from the forward contract.

7.7 Hedging with options

There are two strategies using options as hedging instruments. The first is a covered options strategy,

which is to issue or buy one option for each unit of the underlying asset or liability. Covered options

strategy can be used with both call and put options. A floor is a form of a covered strategy which

consists of combining the underlying asset with a put option. By doing so, a floor is created which

eliminates the downside risk below the strike price of the put option.

A cap limits the risk of price increases by combining a liability with a call option. Airlines can use a

hedging strategy with caps to protect profits from increasing energy prices without limiting the

possible benefits of price decreases. The feature of maximum protection against price increase and

no limit on the benefits of price decreases has made the cap strategy the favourite hedging strategy

at Southwest.45 As mentioned before, Southwest has found this strategy too expensive in recent

45
Keeton, A 2009, “Southwest Air CFO: Fuel-Hedging Key To Financial Planning”, Dow Jones Newswire, May 1

2009.
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years. There exists a hedging strategy with options that reduce the fee payment without necessarily

giving up all the benefits of price decrease. This second hedging strategy is known as a collar strategy.

An airline who wants to control its jet fuel expenses can purchase a call option and at the same time

issue a put option with a strike price equal to or below the strike price of the call. The call option

effectively places a cap on the jet fuel price. If the price of jet fuel decrease below the strike price of

the issued put option, the airline will be obliged to purchase jet fuel at the strike price. These two

positions will together provide the airline with possible jet fuel prices that lie between the two strike

prices. The rationale behind the collar strategy, compared to a covered option strategy, is that issuing

put options will generate a fee income which is used to finance the purchase of the call option,

reducing the total cost. A well-known collar is the zero-cost collar. A collar is zero-cost when the fee

income exactly offsets the price of the call option. One can construct an infinite number of collars by

combining different options. At one extreme a collar constructed of a put and call option with the

exact same strike price will give the exact same profile as a forward strategy. As the spread between

the put and call strike price increases, the collar’s profile will become more similar to an open

position. Lufthansa used a collar strategy to hedge the spread between crude oil and jet kerosene.

7.8 Other methods of hedging

Risks associated with the price and availability of jet fuel can be managed by measures other than

financial derivatives. A method used in many industries is vertical integration, which in the aviation

industry would be to integrate oil exploration, production and refinery companies in the business

structure. It is very doubtful that such a strategy would be valuable. From a theoretical financial point

of view, investors are in a much better position to adjust their exposure to oil than are airline

companies. From an operational point of view there are no evident operational gains for either party.

Figure 13: Forward strategy, zero cost collar strategy, and
an open position
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7.9 What are the costs of hedging jet fuel expenses

7.9.1 Administrative costs and fee costs regarding hedging activities

Financial risk management is a challenging task demanding not only a team of highly skilled

professionals but also a highly skilled control unit. Due to the immense risk that is connected to

trading financial derivatives when not done properly, any unit that trades such instruments should be

monitored by another independent unit and top management should continuously be informed.

Lufthansa’s organizing of its financial risk management with one unit making the strategy; another

executing it and then two other units ensuring that the execution complies with the strategy

indicates that one needs large exposures before financial risk management is valuable. Carter, Rogers

and Simkins (2006) found a positive correlation between firm size and jet fuel hedging, and they

argue that economies of scale and/or scope might apply to hedging future jet fuel purchases. This is

inconsistent with the hypothesis that smaller airlines face higher financial distress costs as well as the

hypothesis that larger airlines perceive themselves as too big to fail.

Another expense follows those airlines who hedge jet fuel purchases with call options; the exception

is a zero-cost collar strategy. Options provide exposure to beneficial price decreases, an attribute one

has to pay for. The price of an option depends on the exercise price and the price and volatility of the

underlying asset and is determined by standard option pricing models as the Black & Scholes

formula. Call options are Southwest’s favourite hedging instrument, but they do not presently use

them because the airline perceives them as being too expensive.46

In some periods, hedging will provide jet fuel prices which are higher than the available spot prices. If

the hedging airline has been proactive and prepared itself to operate with higher costs than its

unhedged competitors, this should not be an issue. Positive hedging gains should be saved for

periods when hedging gains become negative. When positive hedging gains are consumed as they

occur, those periods with negative hedging gains may be extra difficult to survive. Southwest’s

expensive unwinding at the end of 2008 is a high-priced example of an airline that has saved an

insufficient part of previous hedging gains for a rainy day.

46
Keeton, A 2009, “Southwest Air CFO: Fuel-Hedging Key to Financial Planning”, Dow Jones Newswire, May 1

2009.
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8 A historical view on oil and jet fuel prices and their

implications for the airline industry
In this section historical data on crude oil and jet kerosene have been used.47 The data is collected

from Thomson DATASTREAM for the period 1985-04-01 to 2009-04-27. The exchange rate between

US $ and € is used, as well, and also collected from Thomson DATASTREAM.

8.1 Characteristics of the crude oil, heating oil and jet fuel markets

All airlines are exposed to jet fuel and oil price risks. The oil market is a global market which is

continuously affected by numerous events. Airlines need comprehensive knowledge about the

characteristics of the jet fuel and oil markets whether they hedge or not. These characteristics are

risk and return, in addition to the downside risk measures. Those airlines who hedge their jet fuel

exposure using instruments which are based on commodities other than jet fuel will also need

widespread knowledge about how the different commodity markets are interrelated. With a broad

understanding of these characteristics, airlines can make better decisions regarding their hedging

activities. Airlines outside the US are exposed to currency risk since jet fuel and crude oil are traded

in US dollars. This currency risk can either increase or decrease the volatility of jet fuel prices

measured in another currency than US dollars.

8.2 Risk and return

In the setting of this thesis, return on commodities should be interpreted as price changes. An

average positive return indicates that the prices have generally increased, and vice versa. Risk is

measured as the standard deviation of returns. A low standard deviation indicates that each

observation tends to be close to the average return. In table 10 are the risk and return for both crude

oil and jet kerosene, reported in both US dollars and Euros. For the whole period, the average yearly

price increase of crude oil (jet kerosene) has been approximately 11 (9) percent, depending on the

interval of observation.48 For the last ten years the average yearly price increase has been in the

region of 21 (20) percent, but for the first fourteen years it was only 3 (1) percent. Only focusing on

the average price increases will give a biased understanding of the price developments. A volatility49

47
The name of the two data series are: Crude Oil-Brent Cur. Month FOB U$/BBL (OILBREN(P) ) and Jet

Kerosene-Cargos CIF NWE U$/BBL (JETCIFC(P)) Please notice that the Jet Kerosene-Cargos time series has been

converted from price per metric tonne to price per barrel, U$/MT U$/BBL. To able to do this the density per

cubic centimetres of kerosene is needed which is 0.819 g/cm^3 and the number of cubic centimetres per oil

barrel which is 158 987 cm^3.

48
Average price increase is measured as average return

49
Volatility it measured as standard deviation
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Crude Oil-Brent Cur. Month FOB U$/BBL Crude Oil-Brent Cur. Month FOB U$/BBL

Observations Daily Weekly Monthly Quarterly Yearly Daily Weekly Monthly Quarterly Yearly

Average return 0,1375 0,1029 0,0966 0,1165 0,0839 Average return 0,1785 0,1334 0,1279 0,1555 0,12426

Volatility 0,4583 0,4024 0,3934 0,4775 0,3635 Volatility 0,4796 0,4220 0,4159 0,5260 0,43690

Skewness -0,1354 0,5315 0,5551 2,3709 0,2964 Skewness -0,04226 0,40185 0,63592 2,48355 0,69184

Kurtosis 13,5824 7,3294 4,8442 16,7220 0,0911 Kurtosis 10,69774 5,54870 5,43352 17,07705 0,24107

Jet Kerosene-Cargos CIF NWE U$/BBL Jet Kerosene-Cargos CIF NWE U$/BBL

Observations Daily Weekly Monthly Quarterly Yearly Daily Weekly Monthly Quarterly Yearly

Average return 0,1041 0,0825 0,0884 0,1209 0,0719 Average return 0,1448 0,1141 0,1232 0,1621 0,10900

Volatility 0,3798 0,3460 0,3762 0,5308 0,3450 Volatility 0,4040 0,3720 0,4088 0,5878 0,39149

Skewness 0,3267 0,3734 1,3316 3,7008 0,8491 Skewness 0,30857 0,31751 1,27464 3,70969 0,87020

Kurtosis 16,4070 7,2005 9,2494 26,1566 1,3615 Kurtosis 12,24869 6,14383 9,05391 25,65963 1,63007

Crude Oil-Brent Cur. Month FOB U$/BBL Crude Oil-Brent Cur. Month FOB U$/BBL

Observations Daily Weekly Monthly Quarterly Yearly Daily Weekly Monthly Quarterly Yearly

Average return 0,25871 0,18617 0,20378 0,22676 0,17988 Average return 0,30338 0,21927 0,22964 0,24695 0,22732

Volatility 0,45300 0,38831 0,37660 0,39463 0,41108 Volatility 0,48486 0,41713 0,39078 0,41752 0,48239

Skewness 0,11951 -0,18567 -0,72667 -0,76699 0,01771 Skewness 0,18682 -0,24967 -0,84044 -0,83807 0,07548

Kurtosis 2,53096 1,46478 0,46131 1,43713 -0,29832 Kurtosis 2,66652 0,95523 1,01022 1,89428 -0,07166

Jet Kerosene-Cargos CIF NWE U$/BBL Jet Kerosene-Cargos CIF NWE U$/BBL

Observations Daily Weekly Monthly Quarterly Yearly Daily Weekly Monthly Quarterly Yearly

Average return 0,23521 0,17082 0,19466 0,21469 0,18741 Average return 0,27879 0,20257 0,22195 0,23712 0,23855

Volatility 0,42123 0,36113 0,36998 0,41252 0,45728 Volatility 0,45260 0,38918 0,39035 0,44953 0,52835

Skewness 0,27368 0,10124 -0,32596 -0,41705 0,14443 Skewness 0,23456 0,08996 -0,32189 -0,18043 0,11722

Kurtosis 3,29496 3,31134 0,74466 0,52213 -0,25032 Kurtosis 3,04308 3,48756 1,37165 1,27303 -0,18005

Crude Oil-Brent Cur. Month FOB U$/BBL Crude Oil-Brent Cur. Month FOB U$/BBL

Observations Daily Weekly Monthly Quarterly Yearly Daily Weekly Monthly Quarterly Yearly

Average return 0,05132 0,04347 0,01944 0,03434 0,00272 Average return 0,08973 0,07206 0,05468 0,08739 0,03705

Volatility 0,46203 0,41220 0,40480 0,53083 0,31125 Volatility 0,47577 0,42554 0,43300 0,59567 0,39238

Skewness -0,30507 0,96598 1,32457 3,42408 0,27457 Skewness -0,21579 0,84264 1,44623 3,35874 1,47954

Kurtosis 20,83836 10,71162 7,76222 20,93978 1,51706 Kurtosis 16,85107 8,69877 8,01891 19,44246 3,14572

Jet Kerosene-Cargos CIF NWE U$/BBL Jet Kerosene-Cargos CIF NWE U$/BBL

Observations Daily Weekly Monthly Quarterly Yearly Daily Weekly Monthly Quarterly Yearly

Average return 0,01094 0,01948 0,01181 0,05100 -0,02587 Average return 0,04950 0,05102 0,05208 0,10617 -0,00062

Volatility 0,34737 0,33467 0,38018 0,60555 0,17688 Volatility 0,36555 0,35929 0,42147 0,67556 0,18089

Skewness 0,36422 0,60436 2,46078 4,64855 0,04683 Skewness 0,37480 0,51088 2,21939 4,48023 -0,05396

Kurtosis 34,82031 10,97840 15,74091 29,27588 -0,25922 Kurtosis 25,86352 8,74760 13,80650 27,41556 -0,91288

Summary Statistics for Crude Oil-Brent and Jet Kerosene measured in $

(April 1985 - April 2009) (Avg . Ret. And Vol. are all yearly)

Summary Statistics for Crude Oil-Brent and Jet Kerosene measured in $

(April 1999 - April 2009) (Avg . Ret. And Vol. are all yearly)

Summary Statistics for Crude Oil-Brent and Jet Kerosene measured in $

(April 1985 - March 1999) (Avg . Ret. And Vol. are all yearly)

Summary Statistics for Crude Oil-Brent and Jet Kerosene measured in €

(April 1985 - April 2009) (Avg . Ret. And Vol. are all yearly)

Summary Statistics for Crude Oil-Brent and Jet Kerosene measured in €

(April 1999 - April 2009) (Avg . Ret. And Vol. are all yearly)

Summary Statistics for Crude Oil-Brent and Jet Kerosene measured in €

(April 1985 - March 1999) (Avg . Ret. And Vol. are all yearly)

which is several times larger than the average price increase indicates that it is equally likely to have

an enormous price increase next year, or a huge price decrease. For the whole period, on average it

is equally probable to witness a 60 percent price increase or a 31 percent price decrease in jet

kerosene. These numbers do not change much when looking on the two sub-periods. For the last ten

years, increases of 68 percent are just as likely as price decreases of 19 percent, while the numbers

for the first period are 53 and 40 percent. During the period from January 1990 to May 2008, the

average yearly return on the SP500 index was 9 percent, while volatility was 16 percent which is

significant lower than for jet kerosene.

Airlines that choose to stay unhedged will have to be prepared to cover such enormous swings. In

the US market, where fuel surcharges have proved to be difficult to use and price competition is

Table 10: Summary statistics for crude oil and jet kerosene
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severe, these price swings can cause large losses. Recently several now-defunct airlines have blamed

increasing oil prices for their defaults. The great volatility should be a great motivation for hedging jet

fuel prices.

Zero cost hedging will remove the risk of price increases and at the same time limit the benefits of

price decreases. When prices increase, such hedging will benefit the airline. But due to the extreme

volatility, these airlines should be prepared for huge price decreases and the consequences it could

have on their hedges, as margin calls and cash collateral. In theory these cash flows should not be a

major issue for hedging companies, at least for the unconstrained companies. In practice, it seems

that these cash flows are major concern for hedging airlines, both cash flow constrained and

unconstrained ones. Southwest, one of the most successful airlines in the world partly blamed the

cash collateral they were obliged to come up with when the oil price tumbled for their unwinding of

swap agreements at the end of 2008.

It is not enough to know only the level of the volatility in jet kerosene and crude oil; an

understanding of the drivers of this volatility is also needed. Weather events, supply shocks and

speculative trading are often used to explain commodity returns and can give an indication of the

reason for the volatility.50 For crude oil and jet kerosene, supply and demand shocks are by far the

most important factors. Changes in global oil inventories which indicate either supply or demand

changes have an immediate effect on oil prices. Weather events such as a hurricane in the Mexican

Gulf can have a severe effect on oil production. OPEC’s announcement of changes in the level of

production is also a common oil price risk factor.

It is essential for airlines to have an educated understanding of the jet kerosene and crude oil price,

comprehensive knowledge about production level, inventories, consumption, etc.

8.3 Downside risk measures

8.3.1 Illiquidity

Illiquidity of the asset, or in other words the frequency at which the asset is traded, is a very

important driver for downside risk. Illiquidity is important is because it is the driver of how fast

changes in the supply and demand of the underlying commodity are reflected in the price. Low

liquidity can therefore increase volatility, skewness and kurtosis. The illiquidity of the jet fuel futures

market is the main reason airlines choose to hedge their jet fuel price risk using mainly crude oil and

heating oil futures. The crude oil market is by far the most liquid commodity.

50
Kat, HM & Oomen, RCA 2007, "What Every Investor Should Know About Commodities Part I: Univariate

Return Analysis", Working Paper, Alternative Investment Research Centre, Cass Business School, City
University, Working Paper #0029
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8.3.2 Skewness

Skewness is measure of the symmetry in the distribution.51 Skewness indicates whether most

observations lie on the right or left side of the mean compared to a normal distribution. A positive

(negative) skewness coefficient indicates that most observations lie to the right (left) for the mean.

Positive skewness indicates a higher probability of a pleasant surprise and negative skewness an

unpleasant outcome. For the whole period, the skewness of jet kerosene is positive, regardless of the

frequency of observations. It is interesting that in the period where the average return is highest, the

last sub-period, the skewness is lowest and in fact negative for monthly and quarterly observations.

The skewness for crude oil shows similar patterns, but in absolute size they tend to be smaller.

Difference in magnitude of skewness between crude oil and jet kerosene, despite the strong

correlation, should not come as a surprise and is probably due to the great difference in liquidity

between the two commodities.

Skewness has no direct consequences for airlines who hedge their jet fuel exposure, but excess

skewness indicates that price increases are more often observed than price decreases. In such an

environment, risk-adverse managers should hedge more.

8.3.3 Kurtosis

Kurtosis is a measure that gives an indication of the flatness of the distribution. A flat distribution

indicates that extreme observations are more likely. If the kurtosis measure equals three, the tails

are identical to a normal distribution.52 The kurtosis in table 10 is excess kurtosis, which means that

51
Skewness is defined as where is the third moment about the mean and is the standard deviation.

52
Kurtosis is defined as where is the fourth central moment of the distribution and is the standard

deviation.

Normal Right skewed Normal Left skewed

Figure 14: Skewness
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an excess kurtosis of zero is equal to kurtosis of three. The higher the kurtosis measure, the flatter

the tails are. Except for yearly observations jet kerosene has excess kurtosis for both the whole

period and the two sub-periods, but kurtosis is much higher for the whole and first sub-period than

for the last sub-period. As noticed for skewness, the kurtosis for crude oil is lower than the kurtosis

for jet kerosene, probably due the same reasons as for skewness.

Excessive skewness and excessive kurtosis indicate that risk-adverse airline managers should hedge

more than if the oil price was normally distributed. The reason is that positive skewness indicates, as

mentioned above, that the probability of a large price increase is higher than the probability of a

large price decrease. Excessive kurtosis implies that extreme observations far from the mean are

relatively more common than for a normal distribution. In practice this means that the probability of

large price increases is greater than the probability of large price decreases and extreme

observations are more common than would have been expected if the distribution was normal. By

hedging jet fuel, airlines will be able to avoid the price increases due to a positive skewness and the

large swings indicated by kurtosis.

8.4 Correlations

The correlation between the price of jet kerosene and crude oil is essential when hedging jet

kerosene expenses by using crude oil derivatives. As table 11 shows, the correlation coefficient

between crude oil and jet kerosene is very close to 1. This means that a change in the crude oil price

is met by a change in the jet kerosene price in the same direction and at almost the same magnitude.

This is expected since jet kerosene is a refined product of crude oil. The high correlation coefficient is

not only important in an economic sense, but also for accounting reasons. To be able to treat crude

oil derivatives in the most favourable way, hedges have to be effective. Hedges are effective when

changes in the value of the hedged item are met by a corresponding change in the value of the

hedging instrument. Only a small deviation is allowed. The very high correlation coefficient indicates

Normal Kurtosis

Figure 15: Kurtosis
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April 1985 - April 2009 0,9944 0,9944 0,9946 0,9955 0,9952

April 1999 - April 2009 0,9943 0,9943 0,9946 0,9961 0,9968

April 1985 - March 1999 0,9237 0,9223 0,9218 0,9398 0,8713

Correlation Between Crude Oil Prices and Jet Kerosene

Daily obs. Weekly obs. Monthly obs. Quarterly obs. Yearly obs.

April 1985 - April 2009 0,9095 0,9085 0,9090 0,9262 0,9257

April 1999 - April 2009 0,9142 0,9129 0,9160 0,9387 0,9551

April 1985 - March 1999 0,5027 0,4912 0,4656 0,5088 -0,2987

Correlation Between Crude Oil Prices and the spread between Jet Kerosene and Crude Oil

Daily obs. Weekly obs. Monthly obs. Quarterly obs. Yearly obs.

that crude oil derivates have hedged a large part of the price risk for jet kerosene. The fact that the

crude oil price and the jet kerosene price are not perfectly correlated means that using crude oil

futures as a hedging instrument for jet kerosene price risk leaves one exposed to the spread between

jet kerosene and crude oil.53 If this spread stays constant over the hedging period, changes in the

crude oil price are met by changes in jet fuel price in the exact same direction and magnitude. If the

spread varies, then the jet kerosene price will either experience smaller or larger changes. Hedging

ratios based on a constant spread will either be under- or over-hedged. Table 12 illustrates the

correlation between the price of crude oil and the spread in excess of 0.9 for the whole period and

the second sub-period, while considerably lower for the first sub-period. The positive correlations

indicate that the spread increases when the price of crude oil increases. The spread is constructed as

the jet kerosene price minus the crude oil price. The high correlation indicates that when crude oil

prices increase, the jet kerosene price increases even more, increasing the spread. When the price of

crude oil decreases, then the jet kerosene price will decrease less.

For hedging purposes, this spread is what causes the product basis risk, which is the risk that the

hedging instrument will not entirely offset price changes of jet kerosene, thereby reducing the

efficiency of hedges.

8.5 Exchange rate risk

The exchange rate risk is relevant for non-US airlines that have all or a major part of their revenues in

another currency than US dollars. Crude oil, heating oil and jet kerosene are exclusively traded in US

dollars. When revenues and jet fuel expenses are generated in different currencies, the variation in

53
The price spread is measured as the jet kerosene price per barrel minus the crude oil price per barrel.

Table 11: Correlation between crude oil prices and jet kerosene

Table 12: Correlation between crude oil prices and the spread between jet kerosene and crude oil
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jet fuel prices can either have a larger or smaller effect on operating cash flow. It is the size of the

correlation coefficient between the crude oil/jet kerosene price and the exchange rate that

determines whether the effect is larger or smaller.

From figure 16 below, it is evident that the value of the US dollar – Euro exchange rate has

depreciated almost constantly from 2001 to mid-2008. During this period the oil price measured in

US dollars has increased dramatically, reaching its record high at the same time as the US dollar

reached its low point. The consequences of the depreciation of the US$ is that the Euro denominated

oil price has increased relatively less. This is also evident in figure 12, where the prices for both crude

oil and jet kerosene are indexed. It is difficult to find a particular pattern between the price of crude

oil and the US$ - € exchange rate for the period before 2001. From the bottom in 2001 there has

been a considerable growth in the global economy, which has increased the demand for oil and oil

products. Some Asian countries have especially increased their oil consumption dramatically. All else

held constant, such an increased demand will press prices upwards. At the same time the US has

increased their budget deficit due to, among other things, their expensive war on terror. The huge

supply of US dollars has depreciated its value. To counter for the lower value of US dollars, oil

exporters have met dollar depreciations with price increases.

The relationship between the value of the US dollar and the oil price is expected to be that changes

in value of the US$ are met by oil price changes, not the other way around. Dollar depreciation and a

following price increase will leave the oil price unchanged in Euros. In other words, OPEC’s price

increases due to dollar depreciation should have no effect on airlines with any revenues in USD.

Airlines like Lufthansa, with a part of their revenues in USD, and US airlines will experience a reduced

purchasing power of their USD, from both the depreciation of USD and the higher oil price.
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8.6 Term structure

The term structure of futures contracts is a curve displaying the relation between the spot price and

the futures price at different horizons. This curve can be upward sloping, flat or downward sloping.

Upward sloping term structure is frequently known as contango, while downward sloping is known

as backwardation. In contango, the spot price is lower than the future price. Gold is a commodity

that is known to often be in contango. One reason for this is that gold does not have a significant

convenience yield. With a need of gold in the future, one has the option to purchase gold today and

pay the storage costs until the gold is needed, or one can purchase a contract for future delivery. The

price of such a contract includes the price of the commodity plus funding and storage costs less the

convenience yield. For gold, with a practically zero convenience yield, the future price is higher than

the spot price. Oil has a substantial convenience yield which usually outweighs the storage costs and

makes the price of the contract less than the price of oil purchased today.

A potential reason the term structure changes over time for individual commodities can, according to

Erb and Harvey (2006), be found in the convenience yield. Knowing that the convenience yield

changes with the desired inventory levels implies that the term structure should change as well. The

crude oil price is extremely sensitive to a shortage in supply. A very large part of the current global

inventory of oil is consumed every day, which implies a high convenience yield, which usually results

in a term structure in backwardation. Since October 2008 crude oil has been in steep contango or

Figure 17: Term structure of crude oil futures at different dates
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super-contango54. The spot price of crude oil has been much lower than futures price, even for the

shortest maturities. In a normal market, this should not be possible because one could easily earn an

arbitrage profit by buying spot and selling forward at a higher price that would cover all storage,

insurance and funding costs. The explanation of this super-contango is the lack of access to funding

in addition to more than enough oil in the spot market. At times where the market has more oil

available for immediate delivery than the market wants; suppliers reduce or remove the convenience

yield for oil dramatically. This super-contango is a huge disadvantage for hedgers, especially for those

rolling short term futures contracts to hedge longer-term commitments. At each rolling the roll-

return is negative, selling at a low spot price and purchasing new contracts at a higher price. Hedgers

should not automatically stop their hedging activities because of a negative roll return. The great

uncertainty about the future oil price points in favour of hedging and in addition, there are several

factors in the market that imply a price increase. During second quarter of 2009, the economic

outlook has improved. In addition OPEC’s production cuts have been effective. During OPEC’s

meeting in May 2009, some member states argued that the global economy now could cope with an

oil price of USD 75-80/bbl.55 It is important that oil prices reach this level fairly soon because it will

secure adequate investments in the oil sector.

The term structure makes it expensive for airlines to hedge due to the negative rolling returns, but

just because it is expensive does not mean that airlines should cease hedging. Airlines who want to

shield their operations against great uncertainty should hedge in the current market.

54
Commodities Monthly, January 7

th
2009, Danske Bank, www.danskeresearch.com

55
Vorgod, M, Kamph, T & Rasmussen, AL 2009, “Economic recovery to push prices higher in Q4”, Commodities

Monthly, Macro Research, Danske Markets, www.danskeresearch.com, 17 June 2009
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9 Conclusion
It is without doubt that the jet fuel price hedging of Southwest Airlines and Deutsche Lufthansa has

been tremendously valuable for the last many years. But the past performance of hedging should

never end up in a unilateral recommendation of jet fuel hedging. The incredible increase of energy

prices over the last decade is the most important determinant of the great performance of jet fuel

price hedging. Without a similar price development the past will not recur.

Whether or not commercial airlines should hedge their jet fuel price risk is not a polar question. A

new hedge will always have a zero net present value and should therefore not add value on its own.

Airlines who want to exploit the opportunities financial risk management provides would need to

have a more balanced view of jet fuel price hedging. They would need to implement an operational

and financial risk management strategy throughout the entire corporate structure. The study of

Southwest Airlines and Deutsche Lufthansa shows that it is essential to develop a financial risk

management strategy that covers all aspects of the operations. Lufthansa has in particular

implemented a risk management strategy that includes operational risks as well as financial risks. The

strategy should be based on regular and widespread financial risk assessments that accurately

identify exposures and quantifies how they affect business objectives. These assessments should give

the management the necessary information to accurately map different risk in two dimensions –

probability and impact, enabling the management to prioritize and identify those risks that have the

potential greatest impact on business objectives.

Not only is it important to have an extensive risk management strategy, it is just as important to have

a risk management organization with clearly defined roles and responsibilities that involves all layers

of the organization from the board of directors at the top to those who execute the daily risk

management strategy. Financial risk management can, when executed incorrectly, result in more

harm than good. Formal risk management policies are essential for airlines that want to successfully

manage risks. Policies establish guidelines for measuring risk and monitoring exposures and most

important it set controls. Controls ensure that those executing the financial risk management

activities are in compliance with regulations and the overall risk management strategy.

An airline following the suggestions above will be able generate a better strategic alignment between

financial risk management and business objectives. Further these suggestions will enable the airline

to execute their financial risk management functions more efficiently giving enhanced assurance that

financial risk management strategies and processes are followed. Finally, the airline will be able to

continuously analyze and adjust to their exposures.
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Without deep understanding of financial risk management and a widespread implementation for risk

management throughout the organization, hedging jet fuel buy going long in jet fuel or crude oil

derivates will not be a value adding activity.
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